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NOMENCLATURE 

Ax = Cross sectional area 

Ah = Flow area of the core or heated section 

(riser dynamics model) 

~ = Pipe flow area of the riser 

cp = Specific heat at constant pressure 

Co = Void concentration parameter 

DH = Hydraulic diameter 

f = Darcy-Weisbach friction factor 

G = Mass flux 

g = Gravity acceleration 

gc = 32.17 

H = Convective heat transfer coefficient 

jg = Volumetric flux of vapor phase 

jr = Volumetric flux of liquid phase 

j = jr + jg = Volumetric flux (homogenous velocity) 

of two-phase mixture 

K = Local loss coefficient 

ld = height of bubble detachment point above entrance 

lout= height of core exit above entrance 

Lriser or L = Riser height 
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Units 

M2 

M2 

M2 

Kj/kg.K 

Unitless 

M 

Unitless 

Kg/M2.Sec 

M/sec2 

Lbm -ft/lbr sec2 

kJ/Kg K 

M3/Sec 

M3/Sec 

M3/Sec 

Unitless 

M 

M 

M 



M = Loop inertia (riser dynamics model) 

p = static pressure 

PH = Heated perimeter 

q = Heat rate 

q" = Heat flux 

Q = Total core power 

Qr = Volumetric flow rate of liquid phase 

Qg = Volumetric flow rate of vapor phase 

S = Slip ratio 

t = time 

~ = Time to remove subcooling from entering liquid 

T = Bubble residence time in riser 

U i = Velocity of phase i 

ub = Bubble rise velocity relative to water 

velocity in the slug entering the riser 

ug = Bubble absolute velocity 

Uo = Liquid velocity at entry to core at time t 

V = Volume 

V g = Total volume of vapor in riser 

a = Void fraction 

a = Surface tension, or Stefan-Boltzman constant 

Pi = Density of phase i 
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Kg/m2 

Mpa 

M 

KWorMW 

KW/M2 

MW 

MS/Sec 

MS/Sec 

Unitless 

Sec 

Sec 

Sec 

M/Sec 

M/Sec 

M/Sec 

M/Sec 

MS 

MS 

Unitless 

LbJft 

KglMs 



«PIa 2= Two phase friction multiplier 

I G,P I = Parameter used in calculating two phase friction multiplier 

14 

Unitless 
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ABSTRACT 

An integrated model that estimates loop flow rate, heat removal, and 

stability parameters for the General Electric Simplified Boiling Water 

Reactor SBWR was developed. The three parameters above used to be 

calculated individually each by a separate code. The initial approach in loop 

thermal hydraulic modelling was the steady state solution of the SBWR loop 

mass, energy, and momentum equations. The power-to-flow map obtained 

proved to be quite comparable with the Natural Circulation in Boiling 

Water Reactor (NATBWR) code developed by EPRI, in addition to that of 

General Electric. At low power levels buoyancy forces are the controlling 

factor in determining the loop flow rate, while at high power levels two

phase friction losses become the dominating one. 

Evaluation criteria necessary for comparing different loop geometries 

performance have been the "minimum critical heat flux ratio (MCHFR)" and 

the "decay ratio". 

The predicted flow, from the DFM, at different ·power levels was used 

later in a parametric study to answer an important question of which 

combination of core and riser heights are to be selected that meets both the 

stability and critical power ratio limits. 

By modelling bubble time delay through riser in the loop momentum 

equation, a loop damping coefficient as a measure of loop stability, with 



higher damping meaning a more stable loop was calculated. Results 

indicated that during normal operation the SBWR loop is pretty damped. 
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Finally, a detailed code that consists mainly of a fuel pin model, 

reactor point kinetics for the time dependent reactor normalized power with 

one group of delayed neutrons, and coolant channel mass, energy, and 

momentum equations is considered. Reactivity feedbacks from voids and 

fuel temperature, (Doppler effect), were considered. The loop momentum 

equation was modified to account for bubble time delay in the riser. After a 

small perturbation in reactivity, fuel temperature, core average void, and 

loop flow rate were shown to reach equilibrium values after a period of time 

equivalent to the transit time of the bubble through the riser. Results from 

this code matched that of the SBWR safety analysis report. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
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The Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) has earned the praise 

and endorsement of government, the nuclear industry, and utilities. In 

September 1989, the United States Department of Energy (DOE) selected 

the SBWR as a candidate for licensing in the U.S. General Electric (GE) 

began studies of the SBWR in 1982. Results attracted the support of the 

Electric Power Research Institute (EPR!) in 1985. General Electric teamed 

up with Bechtel and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) to 

conduct a conceptual design study which established that SBWR design 

objectives were feasible. In 1986 GE performed a study for the Japan 

Atomic Power Company that established the preliminary feasibility of the 

SBWR concept. 

In 1988 and 1989 many world-wide participants joined the SBWR 

development program. These studies have improved and finalized SBWR 

design definition. Key SBWR distinguishing features are illustrated in 

Appendix A. 

Figure 1.1 illustrates the distinctive features of SBWR design. The 

SBWR reactor pressure vessel (RPV) is 24 meters high and has a diameter 
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1 Reactor Piressure Vessel 

2 RPV Top Head 

3 Steam Dryer Assembly 

4 Main Steam Line Nozzle 

'5 Steam Separators 

6 Chimney 

7 Feedwater Inlet Nozzle: 

8 Feedwater Sparger 

S RP\' SuppOrt Skin 

10 Gr;l\i{\,Drivcn Cooll~;: 
Inle! ~ollie ~ 

1 I he: Assemblies 

1~ Co~!rol Rod Guide Tubc~ 

1 ~ FI~e~lotion Control Rod 
1.; C(J~e Top Guide Pla:~ 
1 ~'. C,~t r:3',(" 

Figure 1.1 Simplified Boiling 
'-----------_____ ----l Water Reactor Assembly 



of 7 meters [1] except at the bottom, where it is 6 meters. This change in 

diameter gives the SBWR RPV its distinctive look. 
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The RPV height is a key factor in establishing the required natural 

circulation core flow. Figure 1.1 illustrates the different flow paths in the 

SBWR pressure vessel assembly. Sub cooled water enters the reactor at the 

lower core support plate (15) and flows up through the core assembly (11) to 

the core top guide plate (14), where it enters the long chimney or riser (6). 

At the exit of the riser there are the steam separators (5), where steam is 

separated then dried through the radially located steam dryer assembly (3). 

The steam then leaves to the turbine through the main steam line nozzle 

(4). Feedwater enters the reactor vessel through the feedwater inlet nozzle 

(7) and down to the down comer through the feedwater sparger (8). 

Sub cooled feedwater mixes in fact with the saturated water plus the 

carryunder water from the separation process from the steam separators 

just below point 8 in Figure 1.1. 

1.1 Objectives 

Three main objectives of the current work may be listed: 

1) Develop an integrated computer program to analyze the 

characteristics of the natural circulation BWR. 
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2) Perform parametric studies of natural circulation BWR steady state 

and dynamic characteristics as a function of riser height, core height, 

power, system pressure, and other geometry factors. 

3) Determine feasibility of natural circulation BWR designs in 

compliance with NRC BWR design criteria: 

A) Specified Acceptable Fuel Design Limits (SAFDL). 

B) Power-to-reactivity stability criterion. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 Natural Circulation Loop Modelling 

Natural circulation loops (thermo-syphons), in which heat is 

convected from a heat source to a higher elevation heat sink, have various 

applications in energy conversion systems such as solar heaters [2-6], 

cooling systems of light water nuclear reactors (LWR) [7-9], and liquid 

metal fast breeder nuclear reactors (LMFBRs) [10]. Most applications 

involve single-phase natural circulation loops, but some involve two-phase 

flow. The later is the case for boiling water reactors. Existing theoretical 

models representing natural circulation loops are based on a one

dimensional approach and follow the outline of the classic theory for 

buoyancy driven flows [11-13]. 

The natural circulation coolant loop analysis can be of various levels 

of complication in the nuclear industry. For application in reactor operation 

and control, rather rapid calculational schemes and simplified models are 

needed. For safety analysis, detailed models, particularly of the core, are 

required. 
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A very important application of the coolant loop analysis is the 

optimization of the geometry of the plant so as to ensure adequate 

shutdown heat removal capacity by maximizing the natural circulation 

potential. In BWRs, because of the buoyancy head associated with the 

extensive change of phase in the core, the coolant is even capable of 

passively removing a high level of operating power amounting to hundreds 

of megawatts. A number of sophisticated thermal hydraulic codes have 

been developed for power reactor flow loops [14] (including system codes 

such as RETRAN, RELAP, and TRAC for light water reactors (LWRs) and 

sse for the LMRs). Also in the field of simulating natural circulation flow 

loop of boiling water reactors, EPRls NATBWR (Natural circulation of 

boiling water reactors) code [15, 16] is a remarkable milestone. However, 

basic trends of coolant and fuel temperatures during steady state operation 

or transient events can be observed from simplified approaches to loop 

analysis [14].· This fact was inspiring in constructing a one-dimensional 

coolant loop analysis for GE SBWR. The coolant loop model is a simple one

dimensional model in which an analytical approach has been used to solve 

the coupled mass, energy, and momentum equations. The effect of various 

parameters are discussed (geometry, fluid properties, moving boiling 

boundary). A prediction of loop coolant flow rate at different power levels, a 

power-to-flow map, was obtained. This predicted flow at different power 
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levels was used later in a parametric study to answer an important question 

of which combination of core and riser heights are to be selected that meets 

both the stability and critical power ratio limits. 

2.2 Hydrodynamic Stability of Natural 
Circulation Boiling Systems 

Instabilities of boiling water reactors are of significant interest to the 

reactor industry because the safe operating power of a boiling water reactor 

can be determined by the threshold for instability. The most common types 

of instabilities in a BWR are: 1) control system instabilities; 2) reactivity 

feedback between reactor power and steam voids which gives rise to 

divergent power oscillations, and 3) hydrodynamic instabilities which may 

occur in natural circulation boiling systems at constant power. 

We will be concerned with the third type, but it is related to the 

second, since the mechanisms which cause hydrodynamic instabilities also 

playa dominant role in reactivity feedback instabilities. In power reactors 

with strong Doppler reactivity effects and with large fuel heat transfer time 

constants (due to low thermal conductivities) the reactivity feedback 

instability of the entire reactor has become relatively less limiting than the 

occurrence of hydrodynamic instabilities in a portion of the core [17]. 



Hydrodynamic instabilities are of concern because the spontaneous flow 

oscillations may precipitate burnout. 
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Boiling water reactors behave mainly linearly most of the time; 

nonlinearities become relevant only when an instability occurs and large 

amplitude limit cycle oscillations develop. Linear transfer functions, as 

implemented in the linear frequency domain code LAPUR [18, 19, 20, 21], 

thus describe the reactor behavior. On the other hand, for BWR nonlinear 

behavior, the BWR limit cycle may become unstable and bifurcate. The 

bifurcation process leads to aperiodic (chaotic) behavior of the reactor power 

and causes the peak oscillation powers to be larger than those from a non

bifurcated limit cycle. 

There are no simple criteria such as heat flux or power density for 

predicting hydrodynamic oscillations. A large number of parameters in both 

the boiling and nonboiling portions of a system jointly determine its 

stability. Consequently, models of natural circulation boiling systems are 

complicated. In predicting the stability of a boiling reactor or a laboratory 

loop, a tlflrst principlestl analysis is not possible because the unknowns in 

the two-phase region force the introduction of empirical data and 

simplifying assumptions. These assumptions concern at least the slip ratio 

and frictional pressure losses in the two-phase region. 
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A number of analytical models have been devised in an effort to 

explain and predict hydrodynamic instabilities [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. Most 

existing theoretical models of the dynamics of a natural circulation loop 

with boiling are comprised of a statement and solution of six equations 

which include: the three conservation equations (mass, energy, and 

momentum), an equation which relates the slip velocity to the system 

variables, equations to calculate the frictional pressure losses, and a heat 

transfer equation which relates heat transfer rate to the energy generation 

in the fuel. 

The primary objective of the existing models is to predict the onset of 

oscillations, and in some cases to predict the response of the system to an 

external disturbance. Nonlinearities due to boiling and turbulence are not 

well known and are generally neglected in the models. Therefore, the 

models cannot be expected to predict the magnitude of nonlinear limit cycles 

which may be the ultimate condition of flow oscillations that were divergent 

at small amplitudes [17]. 

2.2.1 Effect of Operating Parameters on Loop Stability 

Experimental studies of natural circulation loop stability limits and 

factors which affect loop stability have been studied at a number of 
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laboratories [17]. The studies have shown that in general the following 

three parameters have the major influence upon the threshold of instability: 

1) system pressure; 

2) inlet liquid sub cooling; 

3) system frictional loss distribution. 

In the following, experimentally observed trends and possible 

explanations are discussed. 

2.2.1.1 Effect of System Pressure. All experiments have shown that 

as pressure is increased, and holding other variables constant, stability 

limit (Le., power at which the loop becomes unstable) of the loop is 

increased [17]. The experimental results of Becker et aI. [42] show the 

effect of pressure very well. Their investigation was made with low 

sub cooling from 2 to 5 C. Their experiments had shown that the threshold 

for instability was increased by increasing the system pressure. Similar 

results reported in [17] were obtained at the TechnolQgical University of 

Eindhoven. 

The stabilizing effect of increasing pressure arises from the associated 

increasing steam density. For a given power input, the pressure decreases 

the volumetric rate of stearn production. Since void fraction generally 

varies directly with volumetric steam flow rate (although not proportionally 
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because of variations in slip ratio), an increase in pressure causes a 

decrease in void fraction [17]. The reduced void fraction tends to increase 

the natural circulation flow rate, at least when the power level is high 

enough that the frictional effects of steam voids are not increasing faster 

with void fraction than are the buoyancy effects. Then increasing the 

pressure at a given power input has the following effects: 1) reduced void 

fraction, 2) reduced acceleration pressure drop and two-phase friction 3) 

reduced exit quality because of the increased flow rate. Each of these 

effects is qualitatively similar to reducing the power at a given pressure, 

and hence the stabilizing effect of increasing pressure is understandable. 

2.2.1.2 Effect of Sub cooling. Both the experiments and analysis 

models indicate that hydrodynamic instabilities can occur with zero 

sub cooling [17]. 

It seems that there is no consensus about the effect of increasing the 

degree of inlet sub cooling. Neal and Zivi [17] reviewed the experiments of 

Becker and Spight et al. Neal and Zivi stated that: 

The reason for the stabilizing effect of large sub cooling (as 
contrasted with the destabilizing effect of small sub cooling) 
may follow from the fact that when the power absorbed in 
removing sub cooling becomes a significant fraction of the total 
power, further increase in subcooling diminish the exit quality 
and void fraction greatly. The result is similar to a reduction 
in power. The additional lengthening of the sub cooled length 
would be a minor de-stabilizing effect by comparison with this 
greater stabilizing effect. 
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On the other hand, Beckjord [28] found that an increase in subcooling 

increased flow. This can be traced to two factors. First, the water in the 

downcomer is more dense and the driving head is improved. Second, the 

loss of driving head in the heater section due to the shorter boiling length is 

compensated by the corresponding reduction in two-phase pressure loss. 

Beckjord [28] found from the experiments that increasing sub cooling 

decreases system stability, and since increased sub cooling means higher 

flow and lower exit steam quality it can, therefore, be inferred that high 

flows and low exit steam quality have the same effect. 

2.2.1.3 Effect of system Frictional loss Distribution. The effect of 

frictional distribution, as reported by Neal and Zivi [17], was studied by 

Becker et al., Anderson, and Beckjord and Levy. This was done by placing 

a restriction either in the downcomer, increasing single-phase friction, or, in 

the riser, increasing the two-phase friction. Results from three laboratories 

were completely consistent [17]. They found that increasing the single

phase friction in the downcomer increased the stability limit of the loop, and 

increasing the two-phase friction decreased the stability limit. 

The effect of frictional distribution on stability is understandable from 

simple physical concepts. Since friction is dissipative, it generally dampens 

oscillations. In boiling systems, friction in the downcomer or subcooled 

region of the channel plays this role and is a stabilizing effect. Friction in 
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the two-phase region or exit is also dissipative, but it interacts with the flow 

in a way that increases the feedback interaction between flow and void, and 

this is destabilizing. In summary, friction tends to damp the boiling 

systems, but two-phase friction can enhance the feedback between flow and 

void. Then inlet friction is a stabilizing effect while two-phase friction is 

not. 



2.3 Oscillations in Natural Circulation Loop 
Due to Change in Riser Buoyancy 
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The kind of oscillation considered is that in which cyclic variations of 

vapor content in a long above-core riser cause periodic fluctuations in the 

reactor loop flow rate. The riser acts essentially as a buoyancy capacitance 

with time delay. The entire loop contributes frictional and inertial terms. 

In this case response of the heater or core to any disturbance in flow rate is 

rapid compared with the period of loop oscillations. It has been reported 

that periods of oscillations, in the heated section and riser together, were of 

the order of the transit time of the vapor through the riser [29]. 

It is evident that there is no consensus in the literature regarding the 

effect of the riser on the stability of the natural circulation boiling water 

reactor. 

Stability experiments performed on the Borax I and Spert I reactors 

[23] (Dietrich and Layman, 1953; Schroeder, 1957) indicated that the onset 

of unstable behavior is rather sensitive to hydrodynamic conditions [23], 

especially the height of water in the reactor tank above the core. It is worth 

noting that these experiments were performed at low, or near-atmospheric 

pressure. The tendency for chugging oscillations was noted to be sensitive 

to the height of water above the reactor core [23]. An increase in the height 

of the water above the core lowered the threshold reactivity for chugging. It 
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is interesting that it had been observed that if enough water is expelled 

from the reactor tank during chugging to substantially lower the height of 

water above the core, the violent oscillations cease and power converges to a 

steady value with only minor fluctuations. 

In "Oscillations in two-phase flow systems," Wallis and Heasley [29] 

reported that this kind of oscillation is likely to predominate when a long, 

large-diameter riser is used with a short, small-diameter core. 

However, in a theoretical study of the experimental natural 

circulation loop at the University of Minnesota, Kermit Garlid [24] reported 

that the above-core riser has little or no effect on the stability of the natural 

circulation loop. A recent study by March-Leuba [34] showed that the riser 

has a stabilizing effect. March-Leuba reported that the system becomes 

more stable as the riser height increased, and in fact the system behaved in 

a more stable way than without a riser at all, or with zero riser height. 

Changing the riser height, the periodic fluctuation in the system stability 

was noted in this study. March-Leuba attributed this periodic change in 

the system stability to the bubble residence time lag in the riser. However, 

there was no complete treatment or description of the physics behind this 

periodic fluctuation in the system stability. 

A recent attempt to study the feasibility of the SBWR up to 1000 

MWE by Akira Yasuo et al. [33] considered the core decay ratio of 0.25 as a 
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stability limit. From a separate thermal hydraulic code, the riser height 

was changed to obtain the necessary flow to meet this stability restriction at 

the required power level [33]. It is clear in this study [33]that the riser 

height was changed to get the required flow. However, the effect of this 

change on the whole system dynamics was not considered. 

The LAPUR code [20, 34] treats the above- core riser as an exit pipe 

to the core channel. A simple code that models the entire natural 

circulation loop dynamics with time delay was sought. The objective of this 

model is to obtain a better understanding of the loop dynamics with bubble 

time delay through the riser. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THEORY OF THE DYNAMICS OF THE SBWR 

Following the precedent of the design for existing forced-circulation 

BWRs, an outline of the design of natural circulation BWRs is shown in 

Figure 3.1. Except for the neutronics/thermal-hydraulics design, there is no 

outstanding difference between the natural circulation BWR design and the 

forced circulation BWR design [33]. For the neutronics/thermaI-hydraulic 

design, however, the necessary recirculation flow for core cooling should be 

produced without a recirculation pump by the driving force originating from 

the density head difference in the closed loop of the recirculation flow. 

3.1 Steady State Solution of the SBWR Natural 
Circulation Loop Mass, Energy, and Momentum Equations 

The one-dimensional equations for a channel of axially constant cross 

sectional area for flow at an angle e with the positive z axis can be stated 

as: 

For momentum: 

(1 ) 
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I Major design issues for the natural- circulation BWR I 

I--
Fuel design 
- Fuel soundness during normal steady - state 

Operation and transient af1er accident 

Neutron design 
I-- - Fuel enrichment and the other fuel 

parameters 

Neutronics {thermal - hydraulics design 

- Recirculation flow 

Steady state operation - Core stability 
I-- - Critical Dower 

~ Transient af1er change of reactor power 

'- Transient af1er accident 

I--
Equipment material design 

( moderator. control rod. structural material) 

y Seismic designj 

Figure 3.1 Design Issues for the SBWR 
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For energy: 

For mass: 

(3) 

In the above equations, z is the dimension in the flow direction along the 

channel length and f is the appropriate friction factor for the existing single 

or two-phase flow regime. 

In steady state, integrating each term of Eq. (1) around the loop and 

rearranging the terms, we get eq. (4). Eq. (4) states that in steady state the 

buoyancy force originating from the difference in density between hot and 

cold legs must balance the pressure drop losses around the loop. 

!l - fGIGjL fGIGIL 
(Pcoldleg-Photleg) g Z - ( 2D P ) core + ( 2D P ) riser 

e 1 e 1 

+!lPdowncom. +lowrplen. + !lPformlos. (4) 

The acceleration pressure drop around the loop is also zero. 

3.1.1 Mass and Energy Equations 

Figure 3.2 shows a schematic drawing of the SBWR. A steady state 

solution of the loop mass equation dictates that dGm/clz = O. Similarly, for 
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Figure 3.2 Schematic drawing of the SBWR 
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steady state the energy equation becomes: 

(5) 

By neglecting change in system pressure with time. Several 

assumptions are implemented in the steady state solution of the mass and 

energy equations: 

1) Mass flow rate of steam leaving the reactor is equivalent to the 

flow rate of the incoming subcooled feedwater flow. This can be stated as: 

where ~ep. = separator exit quality, and W mre = core total flow rate. This 

assumption neglects clean up flow, control rod drive flow, and any 

miscellaneous flow losses that may occur. 

(6) 

2) At steady state the mass of steam leaving the reactor times the 

difference in enthalpy between steam leaving and feedwater enthalpy must 

balance the core power. This can be expressed as: 

(7) 

where hg is the saturated vapor enthalpy. 
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In this expression Wsteam can be replaced by X'aep. W core' and in 

addition hfw can be read, at the core power Qcore' from balance of plant data 

in Appendix B. Eq. (7) above then gives an expression for X'aep. 

(8) 

3) At section 2 in the schematic drawing of the SBWR the incoming 

subcooled feed water flow W fw at hfw mixes with the separated saturated 

liquid flow (l-X'aep) W core at he to give the total core flow W core at hin • 

This gives an expression for the core inlet enthalpy as: 

(9) 

4) At section 3 the core exit, bypass core flow B W core at core inlet 

enthalpy hin mixes with core flow (l-B) W rore at hout to give a total flow of 

W core at hseparator' An expression for core exit enthalpy and hence quality is 

obtained as: 

(10) 

An expression for X out can be obtained, since: 

(11) 



3.2 Steady State Loop Momentum Equation 

A simple one-dimensional drift flux model was developed. Basic 

features of the loop momentum equation still hold. The hydrostatic 

pressure head originating from the difference in density between cold and 

hot legs must balance loop friction, acceleration, and form pressure losses. 
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The drift flux model slip correlations for the loop to account for 

differences as in the liquid and vapor velocities. The Zuber and Findlay 

model was adopted for estimating slip. A nonuniform axial power 

distribution exists in the SBWR. This power distribution is a bottom 

peaked axial power shape which is presented in the SBWR standard safety 

analysis report [40]. 

Location of the boiling boundary was evaluated using a simple two 

region, one moving boundary, modelling scheme. The core channel was 

divided into two regions: the nonboiling region and the boiling region. The 

nonboiling (sub cooled) region extends from an enthalpy at the core inlet h = 

hin to h = hId' and height z from z = 0 to z = ld' The position z = ld is the 

point where sub cooled boiling begins. It is commonly referred to as the 

bubble detachment point. The second region extends from an enthalpy h = 

hId' to h = hcore out and height z = ld to z = lout. Figure 3.3 below illustrates 

steps in the calculations and logic used in the drift flux model. 
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Figure 3.3 Logic used in estimating SBWR total flow rate 



3.2.1 Slip Correlation 

Considering the derivation of a generalized void quality model, 

following the work of Zuber [36] (Zuber and Findlay, 1965), we write the 

identity 

where ug = the gas phase velocity, andj = the volumetric flux. 

yields 

Using the above relation and since 

and 

j) = u) (1 - a) 

jg = ug a 

By averaging across the cross-sectional flow area 
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(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

where, 
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<a.j> v. _ < (Ug-j) a.) > 
Co = «j> <a.» , gj - <ex> 

Here the notation < > implies cross-sectional averaging. Eq. (15) 

above can be solved for a fundamental relationship for determining void 

fraction; i.e., 

(16) 

Concentration parameter Co quantifies the effect of radial void and 

volumetric flux distribution. This parameter can be regarded as a measure 

of the global slip due to cross-sectional averaging. The drift velocity V gj is a 

measure of the local slip. For upflow or downflow an expression for V gj is 

(17) 

For practical applications, Eq. (15) is frequently rewritten in terms of 

flow quality <x>. From Eq. (15): 

<.ig> = G <x> / Pg 

Similarly, <jl> = { G(I-<x» } / PI' whence 

<j> = <j 1> + <j si> = G [ <x> + ( 1-<x» ] 
Pg Pl 

Eq. (16) combined with Eqs. (17), (18), and (19) yield: 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 
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<x> <a> = -------.-;.-----
c [X+'&(l-<X»] + PgVgj 

o PI G 

(21) 

The concentration parameter has been correlated by Dix [36] in the 

form: 

(22) 

where b = (pJpt)O.l, and the cross-sectional average volumetric flow fraction 

<B> is given by: 

<B> = <x> 
<x> + Pg (l-<x» 

PI 

(23) 

Comparison of Eqs. (21) and (23) above indicates that the slip ratio 

implicit in the Zuber-Findlay void quality model is 

(24) 

where S is the ratio of the vapor velocity ug to the liquid velocity Ut. 

In the above correlation for void, the flow quality <x> is used instead 

of the thermodynamic equilibrium quality <Xe>. Levy's expression [36] for 

the functional relationship between flow quality, <x>, and thermodynamic 

equilibrium quality <x> is: 



where 

<X> 
<x> = <x,) - <Xs> d exp « 0> -1 ) 

Xs d 

_ «h> -hf) 
<Xo> - --h-=----=:.

fg 

The Griffith expression for [he - hid] was used [36]: 
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(25) 

(26) 

where H 1+ is the Dittus-Boelter single-phase heat transfer coefficient given 

by: 

where DH is the channel hydraulic diameter. Cp' IL, and k are coolant 

specific heat, specific viscosity, and thermal conductivity evaluated at 

coolant bulk. temperature Tbu1k ' 

(27) 

For any axial power shape the location ld of flow quality <x> = 0 can 

be found from an energy balance from the core inlet to ld' This energy 

balance can be written as: 
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(28) 

where the last term on the right side represents the enthalpy change from h 

= hId to saturation. Carrying out the above integral, an expression for ld can 

be found. 

3.2.2 Void Fraction Correlation 

The core exit void fraction 0e was estimated using Eq. (21). From 

this correlation an expression for the core average void fraction and hence 

core average density can be obtained. A simple correlation was developed 

that estimates the core average void fraction from the core exit flow quality. 

The correlation used for the core average void can be stated as: 

1 <X>out 
0= * 1.084 -----------------p---

<X> out + (2 -<X> out) ....!. *S 
p~ 

(29) 

Slip was calculated as shown in Eq. (24), and the parameter B was 

modified for the core average flow quality as: 
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<X>out 
2 B = --::::-::-=-___ =:--_::--

<X> out + (1- <X> out) P g 

2 2 P~ 

(30) 

Figure 3.4 illustrates the error between the most accurate method of 

estimating core average void fraction and the method used in Eq. (29). The 

most accurate method was obtained by numerically integrating void fraction 

over the nodal distance considered using a very fine quality mesh then 

averaging it. Figure 3.4 shows that the maximum error for the correlation 

is less than 1 % at all flow qualities along the channel. 

3.2.3 Hot Channel Average Density 

The two-phase average mixture density is given by: 

(31 ) 

where Pm = (1 - a(z»Pr + a(z) Pg is the mixture core density. 

The two-phase mixture density in the core Pm can be found from the 

expression: 

(32) 

N ow the hydrostatic pressure head for the hot leg will equal 
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PE (ld) +Ps (lout-1d) +Pout L 

where L is equal to the riser height. 

(33) 

The first term represents the hydrostatic pressure for the nonboiling core 

length. The second term represents the hydrostatic pressure for the core 

boiling length. The last term represents the hydrostatic pressure for the 

riser. 

3.2.4 Two-Phase Core Average Friction Multiplier 

The local two-phase friction multiplier in the two-phase region, 

according to Martinelli-Nelson [36], can be written as: 
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(34) 

where 

I G,P I = 1.36 + 0.0005 p + 0.l(G/106
) - 0.000714 p(G/106

) 

for (G/I06
) < 0.7 

and 

I G,P I = 1.26 - 0.0004 p + 0.119 (106/G)+ 0.00028 p (l06/G) 

for (G/106
) > 0.7. 

The average two-phase friction multiplier can be obtained by 

integrating Eq. (34) over the boiling length, or analogously from flow quality 

<x> = 0.0 to flow quality <x> = <X>out. 
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The resulting expression for the average two-phase multiplier is: 

IG, pi [1. 2 ( :t') -1) ] <X>~~~24 
~ - g +1 
'1'10 - 1.824 

(35) 

3.2.5 Form Pressure Losses 

Two-phase form losses due to abrupt geometry changes can be 

evaluated using the homogenous multiplication factor. A homogenous 

multiplication factor has been found experimentally that does a good job 

correlating the data [36]. The pressure drop for two-phase form losses can 

be evaluated using: 

(36) 

For the SBWR it was reported [34] that the riser exit, or separators 

inlet, form losses were about 2 psia at nominal operating conditions. 

Substituting this value into Eq. (36) above, a separators inlet k factor was 

found to be 5.2. This factor was used in the drift flux model form losses 

pressure drop calculations. 



3.2.6 Estimation of Minimum Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio 
(MDNB,R) 

Boiling crisis is characterized by a sudden drop in the boiling heat 

transfer coefficient due to the change of heat transfer mechanism as 
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indicated by a temperature excursion of the heating surface. The maximum 

heat flux just before the boiling crisis occurs is called the critical heat flux 

(CHF). The CHF is important for the prediction of the overall rate of heat 

transfer in a thermal hydraulic model since the location where CHF is 

exceeded marks a sharp decrease in the heat transfer rate. 

The departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) is defined as 

DNBR = q"jq"locaI (37) 

Values for CHF q"e, as a function of flow quality given by Hench Levy 

were used [36]. The Hench Levy lines are considered valid and conservative 

for mass fluxes, G, from 0.2 e6 to 1.6 e6 Ib/hr-ft2
, hydraulic diameters from 

0.324 to 0.485 inches, and system pressures from 600 to 1450 psia. 

Mathematical expressions for this correlation at 1000 psia are given by: 

For, 

«Xe» ~O. 273 -0.212 tanh2 (3 G
6

) 
10 

1/ 
( q C) = 1.0, Btu 

106 hr-ft 2 
(38) 
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and for, 

0.5-0.269tanh2( 3~)+0.00346tanh( 2~) 
10 10 

(39) 

and for, 

(<Xe»~0.5-0.269tanh2{ 3G
6

)+0.00346tanh2{ 2~) 
10 10 

1/ 
( q ;) = 0 .6 -0 .7 <xe> -0 .09 tanh2 ( 2 G ) 

10 106 
(40) 

For a bottom peaked axial power shape, the axial power profile was 

plotted against the Hench Levy lines, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. The 

above DNBR ratio was calculated at different qualities. The minimum 

departure from nucleate boiling criteria MDNBR was then found. 

For a bottom peaked axial power profile, power added to the coolant 

is given by: 
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Q(z) = PH! q"local (Z) dz 
o 

Where Q(z) is the total power added up to z. Differentiating the above 

equation with respect to z, we obtain: 

00 (z) " 
oZ =P~ local (Z) 

where 

q " ( Z) =...!. 00 ( Z) 
local P OZ 

H 
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(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

Using equal increments of length the heat flux, q" can be obtained at 

each axial node Zj by the relationship: 

(44) 

These values can be stored in a table of q"local(Z) vs z. These calculations 

were carried out in a spreadsheet. The values of q"local (z) were tabulated as 

a function of distance z. 



3.3 Modelling Oscillations Due to Riser Buoyancy 

3.3.1 The Proposed Model 
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The stability of the boiling water reactor has always been predicted 

from the dynamics of the boiling channel, with little or no account of the 

above-core riser in BWR modeling. The unique feature of the G.E. SBWR is 

the long riser (almost 10 meters high), which insures achievement of a 

density head differential to overcome the friction, acceleration, and other 

loop losses. There is need for a model that takes into account the dynamics 

of the long riser, in which a slug flow pattern is most likely the case. 

In a recent study, March-Leuba [34] indicated that the riser is 

accounted for in the LAPUR code as an exit pipe above the core. 

The integrated natural circulation loop model is composed mainly of 

the reactor core and the riser. 

3.3.2 Model Development 

The logic of Wallis and Heasely [29] in modelling the two-phase 

natural circulation loop was adopted. Wallis's model [31] for calculating the 

bubble rise velocity in a slug regime flow in the riser was also helpful. 

A slug flow pattern was considered in the above-core riser. One may 

argue about considering slug flow pattern in the riser instead of a bubbly or 

a bubbly-slug flow. It is practically certain that there is no lower limit to 
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mean void fraction, quality, or flow rates at which slug flow can be obtained 

[31]. There is always a tendency for the bubbly flow regime to change to 

slug flow regime at low velocities as a result of agglomeration [31]. Below 

approximately 10 percent void fraction this process is relatively slow and 

definite slugs may be observed only in a particularly long pipe [31]. If we 

consider the value of an exit void fraction of 60-70% at normal operating 

conditions, slug flow is definitely the case in the SBWR riser. 

3.3.3 Analysis 

The basic approach used in this work is to consider the loop as a 

dynamic system of nonlinear time delays, storage elements, and resistances. 

Dynamic transients in the riser were considered in detail. It is assumed 

that pressure drops in elements of the loop are so low compared with the 

absolute pressure that compressibility effects and changes in fluid 

properties can be ignored. 

The equations are nonlinear. A small perturbation technique is used 

to obtain tractable operational expressions. It is assumed that boiling 

begins at a distance or ld up the heated section where bubble detachment 

begins. 

For a nonuniform axial power profile, the power used in vapor 

production can be evaluated from: 
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(45) 

The volumetric flow rates of vapor and liquid leaving the channel, or 

heated section, for any axial power profile are: 

(46) 

(47) 

where Ah is the core average flow area, Ph = the core heated perimeter, Xo = 

core exit quality. 

For simplicity, assuming constant subcooling at the entry to the 

heated section and constant heat flux, any fluid particle will take some 

constant time ~ to start evaporation (Le., to loose sub cooling): 

(48) 

The time spent by the vapor in the riser is given implicitly by the equation: 

t; 

L = J ug (t) dt 
t;-T 

(49) 

where T is the residence time in the riser for vapor which is just leaving at 

z = Land ug is the vapor velocity in the riser. In general, ug will be some 

function of Qg and Qr-
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For "slug flow" in the riser, equations developed by Griffith and 

Wallis [30] apply, in which case: 

o + 0 u =u + f g 
g b A 

r 
(50) 

where Ub is the bubble rise velocity for slug flow, and Ar is the riser cross 

sectoional flow area. 

The total vapor volume in the riser is given by the equation 

t 

Vg = J Og( t) dt 
t-T 

For any axial power profile, ug can be found from: 

3.3.4 Natural Circulation Loop Dynamics 

(51) 

(52) 

The basic hypothesis used in modelling the SBWR natural circulation 

loop is: 

Pressure drop around the loop = 0 = Acceleration term + 

Friction term - buoyancy term 
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(53) 

The quantity M represents the unit change of loop pressure drop per 

unit rate of inlet velocity to the core. 

To have an expression for M, consider a series of frictionless 

connected pipes of area ~, length Ii' containing liquid of density Pi' moving 

with velocity Uj, across which the pressure drop is .1.Pi' the acceleration 

pressure drop in one pipe [29]: 

(54) 

where g is the acceleration of gravity. 

This inlet condition can be related to flow at any cross-section from 

the continuity of flow as: 

(55) 

Eliminating u i from the above equations and summing over all of the flow 

paths in the reactor loop yields, 

(56) 

The loop constant M is simply: 
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(57) 

The term L\p.(u~ is the total steady-state pressure drop in the loop, 

apart from the riser, as a function of core inlet velocity U o with the other 

parameters remaining constant. It is essentially a friction term but also 

incorporates the effect of buoyancy variations in the core [29]. 

From eqs. (46), (49), and (51), 

(58) 

written as: 

(59) 

In steady state (duc/dt) = 0, and U o and ug are constants. 

Thus we have, from Eqs. (49) and (52), 

Ah V 
L = T [u + u - + A. rr f g

] 
bOA ~!1 h . ;\ r cg--r 

(60) 

From Eq. (60) above, the value of T, the bubble residence time in the riser, 

can be found. 

Consider a small perturbation L\uo in the inlet velocity to the core. 

Eq. (53) becomes, 
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(61) 

For a given loop (OAp~uo)/auO> may be obtained from frictional pressure drop 

relationships previously developed. 

The perturbed form of Eq. (59) is 

(62) 

and the perturbed form of Eq. (60), is 

A 7 cq t 
AL=O =ATu +-1!. [1- PrVrrd (h -h +1. /i) (ld»] f Au dt 

g A h (1 1) out r 2 SH 0 
r fg out - d lei» t-T 

(63) 

Eliminating AVg and AT from Eqs. (61), (62), and (63), we eventually 

obtain an equation in Auo alone, 

(64) 

with 

(65) 

where r can be found from 
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(66) 

The above expression for B is for a non uniform axial power profile. 

Eq. (64) may be investigated for stability by putting L\uo = e ellt thus: 

(67) 

The system is unstable if the roots of Eq. (67) for s have positive real parts. 

For the limiting case, s is pure imaginary. In that case 

s=ic.> (68) 

Equating real and imaginary parts of Eq. (67) to zero, 

-Mc.>2 +B(l-cosc.>T) =0 (69) 

allp (u ) . 
f 0 c.> + BSl.nc.> T= 0 

GUo 
(70) 

If now Eq. (69) is solved for 00 and the result substituted in (70), we 

have a criterion for (aL\p~uo)/auo) which the loop must satisfy for marginal 

stability. Higher values of (aL\p~uJ/auo) increase system damping and, 

hence, stability. 

The loop damping ratio calculated above is a measure of loop free 

oscillations or equivalently to a decay ratio of flow oscillations of value 1.0. 

The decay ratio of flow oscillations can be written as: 
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21;6)1 

D R = e 6)2 . . (71) 

where 001 and 002 are the real and imaginary parts of the pole of the transfer 

function for the loop momentum solution above. In the limiting case of pure 

imaginary part, the real part 001 is zero. From the above equation, this 

corresponds to a decay ratio of 1.0. The loop damping coefficient 

(a~prCuo)/auo) calculated for a pure imaginary part of the pole thus repre-

sents the threshold for oscillation. This means that if the loop has a 

damping coefficient lower than this value, free oscillations begin and the 

reactor is unstable for small perturbations. 

Now for the case s = 001 + i002, and substituting in the loop momentum 

equation, we have: 

(72) 

Rearranging and multiplying both sides by (001 + i (02), we have: 

(73) 

Equating real and imaginary parts to zero, we have: 
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Taylor series expansion for the above two functions can be expressed as: 

The above two equations can be written in matrix form as 

- [A] [~ CI)] = [f] (78) 

or 

(79) 

(80) 

where elements of matrix [ A ] are: 

(81) 
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(82) 

(83) 

(84) 

and 

(85) 

Also the determinant of matrix [ A ] is: 

Solving the above system of matrix equations for bOll and b002, we 

obtain: 

(86) 

Similarly 

(87) 

Solution for 001, and 002 is simply 
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,.,n+1_ ,.,new _ ,.,old +. ,., ,.,new _ ,.,old + II ,., 
.... 1 - .... 1 -""1 u""l' ""2 - .... 2 u"'2 (88) 

This solution technique was carried out in a spreadsheet format. 

Values for 0>11 002' and the loop damping coefficient was found following the 

procedure mentioned above. 
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3.4 An Integrated Dynamic Model for the SBWR 

Previous modelling of the effect of the riser buoyancy on the loop 

momentum equation solution lacked the effect of the feedbacks from coolant 

voids and fuel temperature on the reactivity and hence the reactor power. 

The model was expanded to account for these feedbacks. 

1) Reactor point kinetics with one group of delayed neutrons. 

In the following approximate treatment, we are assuming that reactor 

power, n(z,t), and delayed neutrons concentration, C(z,t), are separable in 

space and time, 

dn(t) = ..e...:.J!n(t) +AC(t) 
dt 1 

de = J!E -AC 
dt 1 

with initial conditions of n(O) = 1.0, and C(O) = f3 n(O)/(1 A) 

(89) 

(90) 

where net), c(t) are normalized time dependent power and delayed neutron 

concentration, respectively. Beta is the delayed neutron fraction, A is 

delayed neutron decay constant, and I is the neutron generation time. 

2) Loop momentum equation with time delay, T, of the bubbles in the 

riser. 
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(91) 

3) Fuel pin model: 

(92) 

The above equation simply states that the rate of change of fuel 

energy, the left hand side, is equal to the difference between the energy 

transferred to coolant and heat generated in fuel. 

4) Two energy equations, one used to account for heat added to the 

coolant from core inlet to Id' and from ld to core exit. 

ld ld 

A J d(pu) dz=n(t) p fqll(z)dZ+W(h -h) (93) 
h dt H inlet: ld 

o 0 

lout lout 

A J d(pu) dz=n(t) P J qll(Z) dz+W(h -h) (94) 
h dt H ld out: 

ld ld 

5) The equation relating reactivity feedbacks from fuel temperature, (the 

Doppler effect), and reactivity due to void formation in the reactor 

point kinetics: 
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In the above equation, Pc.r. is the amount of negative reactivity introduced by 

control rods to compensate for lowering power level in the model. Also Pp• is 

the amount of perturbation in reactivity. 

3.5 The Integrated Dynamic Model 

The equations constituting the integrated dynamic model used in this 

work with feedbacks from coolant voids and fuel temperature on the 

reactivity, and hence the reactor power, are described in detail below. 

3.5.1 Fuel Pin Model 

Assumptions: 

1) The ratio of rate of change of local fuel temperature to rate of 

change of average fuel temperature with respect to time can be found from 

the relation: 

dTf(Z) 
dt = Afloutqlll(Z) 

dTf Oeore 
(96) 

dt 

where the right hand side represents the ratio of total core power based on 

average volumetric heat generation rate q'" to total core power based on 

integrated local volumetric heat generation rate q"'(z). 
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The right side of the above equation can be simplified by using: 

(97) 

Now the ratio of rate of change of local fuel temperature to that for 

the average temperature can be found from: 

(98) 

B) Bubble Detachment Point Coolant Temperature: 

The fuel pin model, in its simplest form, can be written from an 

energy balance at the bubble detachment point ld. Heat transferred from 

fuel at T f to the fuel surface at T c is equal to the heat transferred from clad 

at Tc to coolant at TId in steady state. Thus, 

(99) 

or 

A qlll (z) 1 dT 
U _0 [T (z) -T (z)] =A qlll(z) -A P Cp [ f out] _f 

let"' H c f f f f f Q dt 
core 

(100) 

Rearranging the above equation and accounting for fuel inertia, Tc can be 

written as 

From [36], an expression for TId is written as: 
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(101) 

(102) 

(103) 

where a = 0.2. 

Now sUbstituting the expression for Tc, the final form of the bubble 

detachment temperature in the fuel pin model is: 

(104) 

Analogously the clad temperature can be found from: 

(105) 

3.5.2 Energy Equations 

From an energy balance from the inlet to the bubble detachment 

boundary, an expression for the time rate of change of ld can be found as: 

Also from an energy balance around the entire channel, an expression 

for the time rate of change of core exit enthalpy Ho can be found as: 
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(106) 

(107) 

3.5.3 Loop Momentum Equation 

The loop momentum equation can be written as: 

dv: (p -p) ft o =M_o +l1p (V.) - f g g 0 nt 
dt f 0 A sr 

r t-T 

(108) 

The right hand side integral can be approximated by: 

t J Q dt= [ Og( t) +Og( t-T) ] T 

t-T fl 2 
(109) 

A relation between Qg(t) and Qit-T) can be found from the second order 

Pade' approximation of the time delay operator e·Th as 

Lap [Og( t-T) ] 

Lap [Og( t)] 
= 

A1 1--+ 
Ts. 

A 
1+_1+ 

Ts 

A2 

(Ts) 2 

A2 
(110) 

(Ts) 2 

where Lap [Qg(t-T)] and Lap [Qit) are the Laplace transforms of Qg(t-T) and 

Qg(t), respectively. Constants Al and A2 have values of 6 and 12 in this 
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case. The analog circuit description of the inputs and outputs of the above 

approximation is shown in Figure 3.6. 

From this circuit the output of the first integrator, U1, and the second 

integrator, U2, can be described by the following differential equations 

dUo -~ 
_1 = _ [0 (t-T) -Q (t)] 
dt T2 g g 

(111) 

dU2 A1 - = - [0 (t-T) +0 (t)] - u. dt T g g 1 
(112) 

Finally, the last summer in the circuit gives us 

(113) 

From the last equation and the approximation of the integral above, 

the loop momentum equation can be written as 

(114) 

The loop momentum equation can now be solved with the two differential 

equations representing the output of the integrator for the time rate of 

change of the inlet velocity uo(t). 
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-Qg(t) 

Qg(t-T) 

A2/T 

Figure 3.6 Analog circuit of Bubble Delay Modelling 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS OF SBWR NATURAL CIRCULATION LOOP SIMULATION 

4.1 Analysis of Power-to-Flow Maps 

Forced circulation boiling water reactors operate in natural 

circulation mode up to significantly high power levels (often as high as 50% 

of rated power). Power-to-flow maps describing the relation between the 

loop flow and power show a rapid increase in flow by increasing the power. 

This rate of increase of flow levels off at high power levels, as illustrated in 

Figure 4.1. Natural circulation boiling water reactors on the other hand 

have no driving pumps and operate at power levels higher than that of the 

forced circulation boiling water reactors in natural circulation mode. This 

results in extending the power-to-flow map to higher power levels for the 

SBWR. Increasing the power beyond approximately 80% power results in 

greatly increasing steam production and increasing two-phase frictional 

losses that overcome the increase in the buoyancy driving force. This 

causes flow to decrease as power increases. This can be illustrated by the 

curve leveling off and curving back after 80% power in figure 4.1. 
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It is interesting to compare various BWRs at natural circulation 

conditions with the map obtained for the SBWR. Figure 4.1 shows a 

comparison between the power-to-flow map obtained for the SBWR DFM 

and three other BWRs in natural circulation mode. Figure 4.1 shows the 

natural circulation flow per fuel bundle, in lbs/sec, plotted against the fuel 

bundle power, in MW for these different BWRs. Four curves can be seen; 

one for the SBWR and the other maps representing EPRI's NATBWR code 

prediction for the three other BWRs [16]. From Figure 4.1, it is clear that 

the SBWR curve provides the greatest flow per bundle. This is because the 

SBWR riser length between the core exit and upper steam separator is 

longer th~n all the other BWR designs. The second curve is for Big Rock 

Point (a BWR 1). It has a relatively large riser but not as large as the 

SBWR. The third curve is for the jet-pump BWRs (the BWR/3s and /4s), 

which all have similar vertical dimensions and hydraulically similar 

recirculation systems. The fourth curve represents the non jet-pump BWR 

(the BWR/2), which has additional irreversible losses in its external 

recirculation loops and cannot quite develop the same recirculation flow as 

the jet-pump BWRs [16]. To explain the special shape of the power-to-flow 

map, we highlight the following: 

1) As control rods are withdrawn and power is increased, voids (steam) 

begin to form in the core, significantly reducing the core and above -



core riser fluid density, causing a rapid increase in core flow due to 

natural circulation hydrostatic pressure head. 
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2) As power is increased further, the pressure drop associated with the 

two-phase flow begins to have more impact than the increased voids; 

the flow increases less and less as power is increased further. 

3) Eventually a point is reached where an incremental increase in power 

produces no increase in core flow because the increased buoyancy 

associated with the increased voids in the natural circulation mode is 

overcome by the increased pressure drop due to higher steam flow. 

This point is reached approximately at the terminus of each power-to

flow maps shown in Figure 4.1. 

For the SBWR drift flux model, the loop momentum, mass and energy 

equations are solved simultaneously for the loop flow at different power 

levels. Flow rate W increases rapidly at lower power levels due to 

domination of buoyancy forces. At higher power levels the loop two-phase 

friction pressure losses begin to dominate and cause the flow to decrease, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 illustrates the power-to-flow map for 

the DFM and that ofGE [40]. The DFM map compares well with GE's 

except that at lower power level where there is a 3% error in predicting the 

loop flow. This is due to the lack of modelling data at low power. 
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4.1.1 SBWR Simulation with time delay 

Table 4.1 below lists data used in the SBWR simulation adopted from 

the SBWR safety analysis report [40]. Table 4.2 also compares the results 

of the integrated model simulation of the SBWR, with the FSAR data. The 

results show a good match of total core pressure drop, loop pressure drop, 

core exit and average void fraction, and core exit quality. 

Table 4.1. Key SBWR design data. 

Data Type Value 

Core Power 2000 MWt 

Core coolant 27200 Tons/hr 

System absolute 1040 psia 

pressure 

Core total heat 49,983 ft:t 

transfer area 

Core average 0.91 mls 

inlet velocity 

Core average 14.11 m2 

flow area 

Riser flow area 16.83 m:t 

Active fuel height 2.743 m 

Riser height 10.56 m 
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Table 4.2. Model comparison with the FSAR data. 

Data type SBWR Model 

Core average void 0.434 0.434 

Core exit flow 0.183 0.183 

quality (Average 

channel) 

Core exit void 0.723 0.817 

fraction (Average 

channel) 

Total Core pressure 48.0 Kpa 50.8 Kpa 

drop 

Total core inlet 34.0 Kpa 36.0 Kpa 

pressure drop (core 

support plate & 

orifice) 

In the integrated model the loop momentum equation, as explained in 

section 3.5.3, was modeled with time delay. The effect of the time delay is 

to offset the response of the SBWR to a perturbation in reactivity by an 

amount of time equivalent to the bubble transit time through the riser. 
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Figure 4.3 illustrates the power versus time behavior for a 10 cent 

step reactivity perturbation. From Figure 4.3, it is clear that a peak of 

112% of normal power was achieved at 0.68 seconds. A second peak was 

achieved at 1.96 seconds. Steady state power of 100.5% is achieved after 2 

seconds. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the flow rate change with time for the reactivity 

perturbation transient. This figure illustrates the flow changes with and 

without time delay using the SBWR integrated model. It is worth noting 

that flow rate reaches a steady state value after 12 seconds. This time is 

almost the transit time of bubbles through the riser. 

Figure 4.5 illustrates the change in the boiling boundary elevation 

with and without time delay for reactivity perturbation. The boiling 

boundary elevation reaches a steady state value of 1.1 meters after almost 

12 seconds, the transit time of the bubble through the riser. 

Figure 4.6 illustrates the change of core average void fraction for the 

reactivity perturbation with and without time delay. Core average void 

fraction also reaches steady state after 12 seconds. 

Finally, Figure 4.7 illustrates fuel average temperature with and 

without time delay for the reactivity perturbation mentioned above. Fuel 

temperature reaches a value of 1023 C after 9 seconds. 
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4.2 Parametric Study of the SBWR Natural 
Circulation Loop 
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In this study, simultaneous solution of steady state mass, energy, and 

momentum equations was carried out. The axial power profile considered 

in this study was a sinusoidal axial power profile. Loop parameters for the 

parametric study are: 

1) Core height 

2) Riser height 

3) Vessel pressure 

In addition to the above main parameters, there are other secondary 

parameters that affect the shape of the power-to-flow map, such as: 

1) Feed water inlet enthalpy or degree of core inlet sub cooli ng. 

2) Distribution of single and two-phase loop pressure losses. 

4.2.1 Effect of Changing Core Height 

Figure 4.8 illustrates the power-to-flow map obtained at 2.11, 3.11, 

and 4.11 meter core heights, respectively. 

A longer core height results in higher flow rate at the same power 

level. Since power is distributed over a longer boiling length, coolant is less 

dense in the hot leg, driving head is higher, and flow rate increases for 

longer cores. 
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Figure 4.8 Power-to-flow maps for 2.11, 3.11, and 4.11 meter cores. 
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4.2.2 Effect of Changing Riser Height 

The effect of increasing the riser height is a predictable one. A longer 

riser means a larger driving force, and hence higher flow rate. Figure 4.9 

illustrates the power-to-flow maps for a 3.11 meter core and 8.8, 9.8, 10.8, 

11.8, 12.8, and 13.8 meter risers, respectively. 

4.2.3 Effect of Changing Loop Pressure 

Figure 4.10 illustrates that depressurizing the reactor results in 

higher flow rate at low power level. In addition, since flow rate increases 

with decreasing pressure, two-phase friction losses corresponding to that 

increased flow will exceed that at normal pressure. This, in fact, explains 

the sharp curving back of the 5 and 6 Mpa maps in Figure 4.10 at high 

power levels, where two-phase friction losses dominate the loop momentum 

balance. 

By moderately decreasing reactor pressure, the net result is an 

increase in loop flow at low power level. However flow decreases at high 

power level due to the increase in two-phase pressure loss. On the other 

hand, by decreasing pressure by more than 1 MPA, the net result is a 

significant increase in loop flow at low power level. At high power level, 

flow decreases more in this case due to the substantial increase in two

phase friction losses. This dictates that; if an increase in the loop flow rate 

is sought by lowering reactor pressure, this pressure has to be lowered 
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Figure 4.9 Power-to-flow maps for 3.11 meter core and 8.8, 9.8, 10.8, 
11.8, 12.8, and 13.8 meter risers. 
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moderately by 1 MPA or less to obtain an increase in flow at low power 

levels. However, at high power levels, if an increase in flow is sought, 

pressure has to be increased. Increasing pressure will increase turbine and 

cycle thermal efficiency. Only small reductions in system pressure are 

acceptable due to the reduced thermal margin. There are no thermal 

margin problems associated with increasing pressure. 

4.3 Parametric Study of Loop Secondary Parameters 

4.3.1 Loop Pressure Loss Distribution 

Table 4.3 illustrates the distribution of loop pressure losses for 2.743 

m core (the design core height). From this table we can see that loop k 

factors were chosen in the model to reflect a high single-phase pressure loss. 

Approximately 30% of the loop total loss is in the core support plate. Table 

4.3 shows that single-phase pressure loss has a value of 22.83 Kpa at 80%, 

compared to 22.50 Kpa at 100% power. This is a result of the increase in 

the loop flow 80% power level. By reviewing the literature (section 2.2.1 

above), it is clear that higher single-phase friction pressure loss means a 

more stable reactor configuration. This explains the higher stability of 

reactor configuration at partial power levels; i.e., 80% power level. 
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Table 4.3. Pressure loss distribution for 2.743 m core. 

Power Total Single- Core Boil. Upp. Tie Riser 
Press.loss phase loss loss KPa Plate Loss Loss KPa 

KPa KPa KPa 

2000 70.95 22.50 8.72 4.79 22.28 

1600 63.89 22.83 7.36 4.11 19.13 

1200 55.47 22.33 5.94 3.35 15.60 

800 44.67 20.48 4.32 2.47 11.49 

400 30.11 15.45 2.69 1.57 7.31 

4.3.2 Changing Inlet Core Support Plate, and Separator k Factors 

Changing the core inlet support plate k factor had a negligible effect 

on the shape of the power-to-flow map. However, the two-phase friction 

losses had a dramatic effect on predicted flow rate, especially at high power 

level. Slip was also found to be the single most important factor that can 

affect the two-phase pressure losses. Changing the slip changes the core 

exit void, two-phase mixture density, two-phase friction multiplier, and 

consequently two-phase friction losses. 

Table 4.4 gives an example of a two-phase friction loss term, the 

separators k factor. The flow rate changed dramatically by changing the 

separators k factor from 1 to 2, for example at 2100 MWt. The selected k 

factor in our model comes from the assumption that the separator pressure 

losses are 2 psia at normal operating conditions [34]. 



Table 4.4. Predicted Flow Rate, in Tons/hr, at Different Separators k 
Factors. 

POWER Km:p =1 Km:p =2 Km:p =3 Km:p =4 
MW 

2100 27338 25784 24432 23246 

1890 28320 26761 25412 24222 

1680 28960 27412 26070 24890 

1470 29370 27846 26520 25355 

1260 29676 28170 26864 25715 

1050 29848 28370 27087 25958 

840 29817 28370 27120 26018 

630 29450 28045 26830 25768 

420 28380 27050 25896 24890 

210 25423 24244 23226 22350 
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4.4 Parametric Study of the Loop 
Dimensions using the LAPUR CODE 
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The LAPUR code (Appendix D) is a distributed parameter frequency 

domain code. The LAPUR code models the above-core riser in a special 

way--as an exit pipe to the reactor channels. March-Leuba [34] reported 

that there are many ways to predict the in-phase or out-of-phase core 

instabilities using the LAPUR code. A study of the SBWR stability by 

March-Leuba showed that the SBWR is not susceptible to in-phase or out-

of-phase core stabilities. The main causes for the SBWR high degree of 

stability for the density wave type of oscillation were [34]: 

1) The large flow induced by the long riser and small friction factor. 

SBWR flow is typically 50% to 100% larger than forced circulation 

BWR's under natural circulation conditions. 

2) The reduced fuel height, which results in an increased natural 

frequency of oscillation. For high-frequency oscillations, the fuel acts 

as a low pass filter that tends to damp down heat flux oscillation. 

We ran the LAPUR code after modifying the input files to match the 

SBWR specifications. However, in the LAPUR code the riser was 

represented in the input file, LAPUR5X.DAT, as an exit pipe to the core. 

From a steady state solution of the drift flux model, loop flow rates at 

different power levels were predicted. This study was done for a large 

combination of core and riser heights. Then the LAPUR code input decks 
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(LAPUR5X.DAT and LAPUR5W.DAT) were modified to meet the SBWR 

design specifications. Numerous runs for the LAPUR code at different 

power and flow levels were then carried out to calculate reactor core decay 

ratios. 

Figure 4.11 represents the core decay ratio calculated by the LAPUR 

code for different core heights, using the above procedure. The riser height 

used in this study was 11.63 meters. It is clear from figure 4.11 that shorter 

cores had a lower decay ratio at different power level, and hence are more 

stable. This confirms Leuba's [34] predictions that the reduced fuel height, 

results in an increased natural frequency of oscillation. For high-frequency 

oscillations, the fuel acts as a low pass filter that tends to dampen heat flux 

oscillation. 

Another study was done for different combinations of reactor core and 

riser heights. Figure 4.12 represents core decay ratio calculated by the 

LAPUR code for at nominal operating conditions (100% power, 2100 MW, 

and 100% flow, 56.5 Mlb/hr). In this study, for a particular core height, the 

riser height was the only parameter to be changed. From figure 4.12 we can 

observe that different decay ratios were obtained by only changing the riser 

height. This means that the above-core riser has a clear effect on the whole 

reactor 
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Figure 4.11 Decay ratios calculated by the LAPUR code for different 
cores and 11.63 meter riser. 
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stability. The conclusion from figure 4.12 is that shorter cores are more 

stable than longer ones. The same observation is illustrated by Figure 4.11 

above. 

4.5 SBWR Flow Oscillations Due to 
Changes in Riser Buoyancy 

We are considering the kind of oscillation in which cyclic variations of 

vapor content in a long riser cause periodic fluctuations in the reactor loop 

flow rate. The riser acts essentially as a buoyancy capacitance with time 

delay while the rest of the loop contributes frictional and inertial terms. In 

this case the response of the core to a disturbance in flow rate is rapid 

compared with the period of loop oscillations. Since the riser is much longer 

than the core in the SBWR, the period of oscillations in the core and riser 

together are of the order of the transit time of the vapor through the riser. 

Stability of boiling water reactors is usually predicted from the 

dynamics of the boiling channel, with little or no account of the above-core 

riser. The unique feature of the GE SBWR is the long above-core riser. A 

model is needed that takes into account the dynamics of the above-core 

riser. 

The riser has a stabilizing effect in general; i.e., a higher riser gives a 

more stable reactor configuration than a lower riser. However, the higher 

the riser, the higher the reactor vessel and the more expensive the 
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containment building [33]. Figure 4.13 illustrates the effect of changing 

riser height on reactor stability at constant power and flow values. Figure 

4.13 represents a group of runs for the LAPUR code with constant flow rate 

5.75 e6 kg/Sec and constant power of 2100 MW. The only parameter 

changed was riser height. The SBWR had a 3.11 meter core in this study. 

The stabilizing effect of the riser is clear from Figure 4.13. However, the 

decay ratio changes with riser height in a sinusoidal or cyclic pattern, as 

illustrated. 

In a recent study for the feasibility of the SBWR at power levels near 

3300 MWt [33], the core decay ratio was not to exceed a limit of 0.25 at a 

certain power level. The riser height was then increased to meet the 

required flow rate at a higher power level, in order not to exceed the 0.25 

decay ratio limit. Since the reactor was stable at a previous combination of 

core and riser height, the above study assumed that this may be the case by 

increasing the riser height. However, as illustrated in Figure 4.13, a longer 

riser does not always mean a more stable reactor. The trend for the reactor 

stability improves by increasing the riser height, but in a cyclic or 

sinusoidal pattern and not in a steady linear way as was expected by Akira 

et al. [33]. 
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The loop damping coefficient is an indicator of the reactor flow 

stability. The core decay ratio calculated by the LAPUR code is an 

indication of the power stability. The loop damping coefficient is a relative 

criterion, with a higher value meaning a more stable reactor flow condition. 

The SBWR loop damping coefficient was calculated from Eq. (72), in 

Chapter III. Values for 001 and 002 were found by solving the system of 

matrix (Eq. (78». Values for 001 and 002 were found to be -1.68, and 2.11 

1/sec, respectively. The loop damping coefficient was found to have a value 

of 33,411 N/m2
• This high damping indicates that at steady state the 

system is highly damped and hence stable. 

4.6 Minimum Departure from Nucleate 

Boiling as a Design Limiting Value 

The minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio (MDNBR) has to 

be evaluated for shorter cores. This means that for longer cores the heat 

removal criterion is not likely to be violated. For shorter cores the MDNBR 

value may become lower than the steady state operating limit value of 1.9 

set by the Hench Levy line correlation [36]. The MDNBR value was 

evaluated for the hot channel. A radial peaking factor of 1.5 was chosen 

[36]. Table 4.5 shows a comparison between the calculated MDNBR with 

the suggested model and COBRA code predictions for three different core 

heights and for a sinusoidal axial power shape. 
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Table 4.5. Comparison between calculated MDNBR and the COBRA code 

predictions for sinusoidal axial power shape. 

PowerMW 2.74M 2.54 M 2.34 M 

core core core 

Model COBRA Model COBRA Model COBRA 

Pred. Pred. Pred. Pred. Pred. Pred. 

2000 1.9 1.75 1.72 1.61 1.61 1.67 

1600 3.37 3.12 3.53 2.9 2.87 3.23 

1200 5.39 4.99 5.15 4.6 4.6 4.5 

800 8.89 8.25 7.2 7.6 7.6 6.63 

400 17.78 16.48 13.9 15.2 15.19 12.77 

From the above table, we can notice that by lowering the reactor core 

height less than 2.743 meters, the MDNBR limit is violated. On the other 

hand, as illustrated above, shorter cores are more desirable for better stable 

reactor configurations. To remedy the violation of the MDNBR limit for 

shorter cores, flow rate has to be increased. As an option, riser height could 

be increased; thus greater driving head and hence core flow at the same 

power level is obtained. 

Table 4.6 shows that by increasing the riser height for different cores, 

2.543 m and 2.343 m, respectively, flow rates increased, and the MDNBR 
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limit was satisfied. For example, we were able to use a core height of 2.543 

meter with a 13.63 m riser without violating the MDNBR limit. This is the 

shortest combination of core and riser heights that meet the MDNBR 

criteria of 1.9. Economically this would be the keast expensive system to 

design. 

Table 4.6 MDNBR calculated by the suggested model at two core heights 
and different riser heights. 

2.54M 2.34M 
Core Core 

POWER Riser Riser 
MW height 13.63 M 14.63 M Height 13.63 M 14.63 M 

12.63 M 12.63 M 

2000 1.83 1.90 1.96 1.69 1.75 1.81 

1600 3.17 3.25 3.25 2.99 2.96 2.99 

1200 5.03 5.06 5.09 4.63 4.66 4.69 

800 8.24 8.24 8.24 7.6 7.6 7.6 

400 16.48 16.48 16.48 15.2 15.2 15.19 



4.7 Effect of Changing Axial Power 
Profile 
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The above parametric studies were carried out with a sinusoidal axial 

power shape. Then a bottom peaked power profile shape was used [40]. 

For the stability limit, the axial power profile seemed to have insignificant 

effect. However, for the MDNBR limit, higher MDNBR values were 

obtained. Higher values for the calculated MDNBR mean safer reactor 

configurations for smaller dimensions. This suggests that the above-

calculated values for the MDNBR using the sinusoidal power shape are 

conservative estimates, but far more costly therefore the sinusoidal power 

shape should not be used in sizing the SBWR. 

Table 4-7 illustrates a comparison for the calculated MDNBR values 

for two different axial power shapes, for 2.5, 3, 3.5, and 4 meter cores at 

2000 MW. Values of the MDNBR calculated by the COBRA code for bottom 

peaked axial power shape are in good agreement with those calculated by 

the suggested model. 
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Table 4-7 MDNBR values for two different axial power shapes, at 2000 MW 
for four different core heights. 

Core 
HeightM 

2.5 

3.0 

3.5 

4.0 

MDNBRfor MDNBRfor COBRA Code 
sinusoidal axial bottom peaked Predictions 

power shape axial power shape For bottom 
peaked power 

shape 

1.72 2.17 2.01 

2.09 2.58 2.26 

2.45 3.0 2.87 

2.83 3.43 3.21 

4.8 Feasibility of the SBWR at Higher 
than 2000 MW Power Levels 

It is obvious from the above parametric study that a shorter core is a 

desirable geometric configuration for better stability behavior. On the other 

hand, lowering the reactor height decreases the MDNBR value to the limit 

that the heat removal criterion is violated. The question now is how short 

the reactor core can be to not violate the MDNBR criterion. In addition to 

the two design limits of MDNBR and Decay Ratio the core power density 

may not exceed 50 kW/liter. The core power density limit is set not to 

exceed 50 Kw/liter. Table 4-8 lists the calculated core power density for 

different core heights and power levels. Data from Table 4-8 suggest that a 

short core of 2.5 meters can be used without violating a 50 Kw/liter core 

power density limit up to 2400 MW only. However, longer cores can be 

used to power levels, up to 3000 MW without violating the 50 Kw/liter limit. 
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Table 4-8. Core power density limit calculated by the suggested model for 
different core heights. 

POWERMW 2.5 M Core 3 M Core 3.5 M Core 4 M Core 

3000 60.34 50.35 43.16 37.36 

2800 56.4 46.997 40.28 35.25 

2600 52.37 43.64 37.4 32.73 

2400 48.34 40.28 34.53 30.21 

2200 44.31 36.93 31.65 27.7 

2000 40.28 33.6 28.8 25.18 

1600 32.23 26.86 23.02 20.142 

1200 24.17 20.141 17.26 15.106 

800 16.11 13.43 11.51 10.071 

Operating at a high power level requires high flow rate to keep the 

MDNBR from going below the 1.9 design limit. Figures 4-14, 4-15, 4-16, 

and 4-17 illustrate the calculated MDNBR by the suggested model for 2.5, 3, 

3.5, and 4 meter cores, respectively, and different riser heights. From 

Figure 4-14, it is clear that in order for a 2.5 meter core to operate at power 

levels higher than 2000 MW (2100 MW for example), a 17.63 meter riser 

has to be used. Similarly, from Figure 4-15 a 3.0 meter core can be used up 

to 2150 MW by using a 15.63 meter riser. From Figure 4-16, a 3.5 meter 

core can be used up to 2300 MW with a 17.63 meter riser. Also from Figure 

4-17, a 4-meter core can be used up to 2400 MW with a 17.63 meter riser. 

It is evident from the above that the SBWR can be used up to 2200, or 2400 

MW without violating the MDNBR design limit by using a fairly tall risers. 
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The SBWR stability was investigated at elevated power levels. It was 

found that the stability criterion was satisfied for cores less than 3.2 meters 

in height and power levels less than 2400 MWt. Decay ratios of 0.4 are not 

exceeded under these conditions. Figure 4.18 illustrates decay ratios 

calculated by the LAPUR code for different cores in the 2000-2400 MW 

power range. 

From the this study, we can conclude that the SBWR can be used 

safely up to 2400 MW, without violating the heat removal criteria, provided 

that a combination of long cores and tall risers are used. The reactor 

configuration for this combination was found to be stable. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM1JENDATIONS 

5.1 CONCLUSIONS 

A simple model was developed that solves the SBWR natural 
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. circulation loop mass, energy, and momentum equations. From this model 

the general features of the SBWR power-to-flow map were found to be in 

agreement with that in the literature [15, 16]. A point is reached where an 

incremental increase in power causes two phase frictional pressure drops to 

exceed the increase in buoyancy during natural circulation. This point is 

reached approximately at 80% power in the power-to-flow map. Thus, the 

maximum flow rate occurred at 80% power. 

In addition, the rate of flow increase not only was limited by the loop 

friction losses at high power level but decreased as the 100% power level 

was approached. 

A parametric study of the loop parameters, (geometry and fluid 

properties), revealed that slip is the most important factor in determining 

the shape of the power-to-flow map. For longer cores, higher flow rates were 

obtained. The increased driving head due to the lower hot leg density 

overcame the increase in the two phase friction losses. 

Longer risers resulted in higher flow rates for the same core. 
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Only small reductions in system pressure are acceptable due to the 

reduced thermal margin. There are no thermal margin problems associated 

with increasing pressure. 

Modelling bubble time delay along with the loop momentum equation 

is necessary to predict loop oscillations. A loop damping coefficient is a 

measure of loop flow stability. The SBWR under normal operating 

conditions was found to be very stable. 

Since friction is dissipative in nature, higher friction losses dampen 

system oscillations. Single-phase losses have a stabilizing effect compared 

to two-phase losses. Two-phase losses result in a change in voids, and 

hence neutronic feedbacks that may be unstable in nature. From the loop 

momentum solution, single-phase losses at less than 100% power level were 

found to increase. Results from LAPUR code simulation of the SBWR indi

cated that the decay ratio decreases below 100% power. 

A parametric study using the LAPUR Code revealed that the SBWR 

is more stable with shorter cores than with longer ones. 

For a particular core height, increasing the riser height changed the 

frequency of oscillation and hence the reactor stability. Core decay ratio 

changed in a highly oscillatory pattern. Although increasing the riser 

height resulted in higher flow rate, the reactor stability will not increase in 

a linear pattern. The conclusion reached by Akira Y. et al. [33] that the 
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SBWR could be used up to 3000 MWt by increasing the riser height to get 

more flow is questionable. 

A parametric study using the COBRA Code revealed that a 2.543 

meter core height and 13.63 meter riser height is the shortest combination 

of core and riser heights that meet the MDNBR criteria of 1.9. 

Economically this would be the least expensive system to design. 

The effect of changing the axial power profile on the calculated 

reactor thermal margins indicated that the sinusoidal axial power profile 

should not be used in sizing the SBWR. 

A study of the feasibility of the SBWR at higher than 2000 MW 

power level showed that the SBWR power can be increased to 2400 MWt by 

using very tall risers without violating the thermal margin limit. This is not 

an economically attractive option. 

A detailed model that treats the effect of reactivity feedbacks from 

fuel temperature and moderator voids was considered. This model consisted 

mainly of a fuel pin, reactor point kinetics with with one group of delayed 

neutrons, and coolant mass, energy, and momentum equations. In this 

model, the loop momentum equation was modified to account for bubble 

delay time in the riser. The effect of the time delay is to produce an 

oscillatory flow response of the SBWR to a perturbation in reactivity. The 

steady state parameters of this model for the loop pressure drops, channel 



average void, and exit quality matched that of the SBWR safety analysis 

report. 
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5.2 Recommendations 

Although the current parametric study clearly indicated the 

destabilizing effect of the two phase friction loss increase, specifically with 

small risers, a complete detailed code is needed. A complete suite of codes 

that solve for the coolant momentum equation, the core neutronics (fuel pin 

mode!), and a detailed description of the core thermal hydraulics is needed. 

A significant contribution would be a detailed code that uses the data 

generated from a reliable thermal hydraulic code (like the COBRA code), in 

addition to a detailed model of the above-core riser, to solve for the channel 

or reactor stability criteria directly. Data generated from the COBRA code 

can be used to provide algebraic expressions for core exit void, slip, and 

channel pressure drop. The relation between the above parameters and the 

system pressure, core inlet sub cooling, core total flow, and core thermal 

power are called response surfaces of the system parameters. If these 

response surfaces are included in a detailed code of the SBWR they will give 

an accurate answer to questions regarding system stability or feasibility at 

any power level. 

An isulation event that results from a small break in the feedwater 

line, the RPV isolation, and decrease of the above-core water level due to 

the steam formation and escape from the vessel, as reported by [16], will be 
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a very remote possibility in the SBWR case due to the significant above-core 

inventory in the SBWR RPV design. Extending this work to include safety 

analysis consideration is highly recommended. 

Since the SBWR is a new design, it may be susceptible to unknown 

types of instabilities that the normal stability codes are not able to predict. 

As reported by March-Leuba. [34], a review of the literature showed that 

natural circulation reactors are susceptible to at least two other kinds of 

instabilities, like startup instabilities, and gysering that occur at low power 

and low flow. There is a need for models that can predict the SBWR 

responses in these cases. For the gysering effect, given the parallel channel 

nature of this oscillation, 3-D and multichannel capabilities are required. 



APPENDIX A 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE SBWR 

Key SBWR features reflect design objectives which are consistent 

with today's requirements [1]: 

- Smaller rating. 

- Simpler operating plant. 

- Simpler safety systems, such as using passive features, always 

keeping the core covered with water and avoiding the need for operator 

action. 

- Competitive power generation costs. 
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Features of the 600 Mwe SBWR which help to meet these objectives 

and which distinguish it from similar light water reactors are [1]: 

- The use of simple, proven direct cycle, natural circulation core flow 

and low core power density. 

- The use of large reactor pressure vessel surrounded by a passive 

pressure suppression containment system which includes large pools of 

water that can be injected by gravity into the vessel and keep the core 

completely covered with water. 
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- The use of a passive containment cooling system which removes 

residual heat from the containment without operator action for several days. 

First introduced in the SBWR, this system and the gravity driven core 

cooling system are now standard features of simplified water reactor plant 

designs. 

- Significant plant-wide reduction in the need for safety grade 

systems and other equipment. In particular, the complete elimination of 

the safety-related pumping systems and diesel generators is a major plant 

simplification, as is the elimination of the associated complex of support 

auxiliaries and power distribution equipment. 

A.1 Distinctive Pressure Vessel 

The SBWR reactor pressure vessel (RPV) is 24 meters high and has a 

diameter of 7 meters [1] except at the bottom, where it is 6 meters. This 

change in diameter gives the SBWR RPV its distinctive look. 

The RPV height is a key factor in establishing the required natural 

circulation core flow. Core flow is enhanced by incorporating a "chimney" in 

the space between the top of the core and the stearn separator assembly. 

The diameter is wider at the top to increase the water inventory above the 

core, thereby removing the need for additional equipment (e.g., 

accumulators) or capacity in the emergency core cooling systems. The 
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diameter is smaller at the bottom to reduce the volume of water needed to 

be replaced to provide core cooling [1]. 

The large reserve of water above the core translates directly into a 

much longer time being available before core uncovery can occur as a result 

of feed flow interruption or a loss of coolant accident. This means that 

there is ample time for the automatic systems or the plant operators to 

reestablish reactor inventory control using any non-safety-related system. 

Timely initiation of these systems will preclude initiation of the emergency 

safety equipment. This easily controlled response to loss of normal 

feedwater is a significant operational benefit. In addition, the large RPV 

volume leads to a substantial reduction in the SBWR pressurization rate 

that would occur after a rapid isolation of the reactor from the normal heat 

sink. This characteristic permits considerable simplification of the pressure 

relief equipment. 

Steam separation occurs inside the RPV by passing the steam/water 

mixture sequentially through an array of steam separators and steam 

dryers. The SBWR uses the standard BWR steam separator assembly [1]. 

The larger SBWR vessel permits steam dryers to be permanently installed 

in an annular ring around the top of the RPV. The dimensions of this 

annular dryer bank are such that removal of the separators and refueling 

operations can be performed without the need to take out the dryer 
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assembly. This simplifies refueling operations. Figure A.1 illustrates the 

integral stearn dryer assembly. 

A.2 Passive Safety Features 

Passive safety grade systems such as gravity-driven emergency core 

cooling systems and simple condensing heat exchangers to remove residual 

core heat (the isolation condenser) are included in the design to provide 

added confidence in the plant's ability to handle transients and accidents. 

By eliminating many of the pumps, motors, motor-operated valves, and 

other active safety-grade equipment required for transient and accident 

control, the SBWR does not require a complex of on-site, diesel-driven 

emergency power sources and their supporting distribution and control 

equipment. 

This and other simplifications have resulted in a substantial 

reduction in the building space required to house safety-related equipment. 

In the event of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), the SBWR core will 

not experience uncovery or fuel heat-up due to loss of reactor coolant 

inventory. This is achieved by: 

- Eliminating all large nozzles from the lower region of the RPV. 

- Providing a large inventory of water in the RPV region above the 

core. 



- Depressurizing the reactor in the event of an accident to near

ambient conditions. 
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- Flooding the reactor with low-pressure gravity-driven flow from the 

elevated pools located in the container. 

Following completion of the blowdown/flooding sequence, there is 

sufficient water in the GDCS and suppression pools to flood the entire 

containment to a height of at least one meter above the top of the reactor 

core. Figure A.2 illustrates the normal operation features of the SBWRj 

Figure A.3 illustrates the LOCA response sequences of the SBWR. 

A.2.1 Isolation Condensers 

Condensation of high-temperature steam is an extremely efficient 

heat transfer mechanism. Direct removal of BWR core decay heat through 

condensing heat exchangers has always been viewed as an attractive option. 

Earlier BWRs have successfully used condensers for pressure control during 

isolation events, and isolation condensers (IC) are considered proven 

technology. Decay heat steam is piped to the IC tube bundles submerged in 

pools of water located above the core and outside the containment. This 

steam condenses inside the tubes and heats up the surrounding water. 

Decay heat is ultimately released to the atmosphere as boil-off from the IC 

pools. Figure AA illustrates the SBWR isolation response features. 
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The elevated position of the Isolation condenser, and the connecting 

piping to and from the reactor are shown in Figure A.4 below. 
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INTEGRAL STEAM DRYER 

I ) \ ) 

Figure A.1 steam dryer assembly 
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APPENDIXB 

BALANCE OF PLANT DATA 

Balance of plant data were obtained by curve fitting a functional 

relationship to the graph representing the relation between the normalized 

steam flow to the turbine and the normalized feedwater temperature, or 

analogously the feedwater enthalpy. Table B.1lists these fitted data 

obtained from [36]. It is important to mention that the steam flow rate was 

used as equivalent to the feedwater flow rate in our code, i.e., by neglecting 

losses, clean up flow, etc. 
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Table B.1. Balance of plant data as adopted from [36]. 

PowerMw Hrw KJ/Kg 

0 62.67 

90 328.5 

180 442.3 

270 514.8 

360 575 

450 623.8 

540 664.7 

630 693.83 

720 719.76 

810 742.98 

900 765.9 

990 784.9 

1080 800.8 

1170 817 

1260 832.7 

1350 848.5 

1440 860.9 

1530 873.5 

1620 889.1 

1710 907.2 

1800 925.8 
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APPENDIXC 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE COBRA CODE 

COBRA-IV PC version used in this study is a modified version of 

COBRA-IV-I, adapted for use with most IBM-PC and PC compatible desktop 

computers. Like COBRA-IV, COBRA-IV PC uses the sub channel analysis 

approach to determine the enthalpy and flow distribution in rod bundles for 

both steady-state and transient conditions. The steady state and transient 

solution schemes used in earlier version of COBRA code like COBRA-I1IC 

are still available as the implicit solution scheme option. In addition to 

these techniques, an explicit solution scheme is available which allows the 

calculation of severe transients involving flow reversals, recirculations, 

expulsions and reentry flows, with a pressure or flow boundary condition 

specified [38]. 

It is interesting to note that a critical heat flux correlation has been 

added for BWR applications in COBRA-IV PC. The results of these 

calculations were used in setting the critical power ratio limit in our design 

of the SBWR optimal core and riser dimensions. 

Input and output files were named TAPE5.TXT and TAPE 6.TXT, 

respectively. Modifications of the system pressure, inlet coolant enthalpy, 

rector power, and flow rate can be done in the input deck. MDNBR values 
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can be read from the output deck, TAPE6.TXT. A screen editor was used to 

access the input and output decks. The output file, included in addition to a 

printout of the input variables, a distribution of the coolant enthalpy and 

temperature along the channel, the pressure drop from channel inlet, and 

the calculated critical heat flux value along the channel. 
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APPENDIXD 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE LAPUR CODE 

LAPUR is a computer code developed at the Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory for the calculation of BWR core stability parameters. It uses a 

multinodal description of the neutron dynamics together with a distributed 

parameter model of the core thermal hydrodynamics to produce a space 

dependent representation of the dynamics of a BWR in the frequency 

domain for small perturbations around a steady state condition. The next 

brief description is quoted from [19]. 

The LAPUR program consists of two autonomous modules [20], 

LAPURX and LAPURW, which are linked by means of an intermediate 

storage routine. The first module, LAPURX, solves the governing equations 

for the coolant and the fuel steady state. Maps of the core steady state are 

generated and stored in data files for subsequent utilization by LAPURW. 

The second module, LAPURW, solves the dynamic equations for the coolant, 

fuel, and neutron field in the frequency domain. A set of open loop transfer 

functions are generated and the stability indices are estimated from the 

closed loop reactivity-to-power transfer function. The fuel equations in 

LAPUR assume no axial heat flow in the fuel rods, use a radial mesh within 

the fuel pellet to account for the radial dependence of the heat source as 
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well as the temperature dependence of the U02 fuel's heat conductivity, and 

include the effect of the nonconductive transfer of heat to the coolant by 

Gamma ray absorption and neutron moderation processes. Coolant 

dynamics include three flow regions in a flow channel: a nonboiling region, 

a sub cooled boiling region, and a bulk boiling region. The conservation 

equations and two-phase fluid mechanical equations, in conjunction with the 

fuel equations, yield a set of transfer functions relating perturbations of the 

nodal coolant density and pressure drop to nodal perturbations of coolant 

temperature, flow rate, and power generation. Upon integration of these 

functions along the length of the channel pertaining to each nuclear 

subcore, a fuel and coolant matrix equation of transfer function results. To 

obtain the reactivity feedback transfer function matrices, the fuel 

temperature and coolant density nodal transfer functions are weighted by 

both the local power and the local density reactivity coefficients and 

integrated over the volume of each of the neutronic subcores. 

The overall space-dependent transfer function matrix representation 

of the BWR core dynamics with feedback is obtained by consideration of the 

hydraulic coupling through the inlet and outlet plena and the recirculation 

loop, in conjunction with the neutronic matrix equation. To calculate the 

stability indices (decay ratio and natural frequency) the position of the 
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most unstable pole of the core's closed loop transfer function is determined 

according to Smith's frequency gradient method [19]. 

The accuracy of the LAPUR code to predict the stability of 

commercial BWR cores has been demonstrated [19]. 

To use the code for the optimization study, parameters like the core 

height, the mass flow rate, the reactor power, and the riser height could be 

changed by modifying the corresponding input cards in both 

LAPUR5X.DAT, and LAPUR5W.DAT input files. Output could be read from 

either LAPUR5W.OUT or LAPUR5X.OUT. 
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APPENDIXE 

LISTING OF THE INTEGRATED DYNAMIC MODEL 

The integrated dynamic model was carried out in spreadsheet format 

Below is a copy of the spreadsheet. Due to the extensive width and height of 

the sheet it is cut into segments. Formulas for cells are printed next 

according to the cell address. 



A A B C D E F G H 
75 Rod Option 0 
76 q= 2000 Rod PI Gain 0 
77 m= 27200 Rod Tau 1 0.01011571 
78 Qcore = 2000000 kW Nsp= 1 
79 Flow = 7555.56 kg/s 0.00 0.01011 1395.64787 
80 BypFrc= 0.815 Delay Opt. = 1 0.00 -0.0424 Ax= 7.40469758 
81 Beta = 0.0053 Iner_Opt = 1 -2.9E-05 SLas= 0.1335 
82 Lgen= 0.0005 DPex= o pa Dpin= 0.01248 
83 Lmda= 0.08 DPex= o psia Nbun= 732 
84 dRe/dTf= -0.0002 $ Reac{in) = 0.10 $ 132.5 Npin= 59 
85 dRe/dAI = 0.05 Peak Power = 110.74% 1.80 Aht= 4644.65 
86 DT= 0.07 Min. Power = 99.72 % 2.64 Ltot= 2.743 
87 Reac{in) = 0.00053 2nd Peak = 100.38 % 3.55 
88 Step = 0 Decay Ratio = 0.04 0.4340 1031.163 7555.56 0.1103 
89 500 0 837.2621 7418.9854 0.14297253 
90 lime Net) Power 2nd Peak Reac{in) ALavg Tfavg(t) Wet) Ld(t) 
91 ------------------------------------------------------------_ ... _---------------------------------
92 0.00 1.0000 100.00 0 0 0.4340 1031.16 7555.56 0.1103 
93 0.07 1.0000 100.00 0 0.00053 0.4340 1031.16 7555.56 0.1103 
94 0.14 1.0545 105.45 0 0.00053 0.4340 1031.16 7555.56 0.1103 
95 0.21 1.0883 108.83 0 0.00053 0.4340 1031.38 7555.55 0.1103 
96 0.28 1.1047 110.47 0 0.00053 0.4340 1031.73 7555.51 0.1103 
97 0.35 1.1074 110.74 0 0.00053 0.4340 1032.14 7555.47 0.1102 
98 0.42 1.1001 110.01 0 0.00053 0.4341 1032.57 7555.42 0.1101 
99 0.49 1.0865 108.65 0 0.00053 0.4341 1032.96 7555.39 0.1101 
100 0.56 1.0699 106.99 0 0.00053 0.4341 1033.30 7555.36 0.1100 
101 0.63 1.0531 105.31 0 0.00053 0.4341 1033.57 7555.34 0.1100 
102 0.70 1.0378 103.78 0 0.00053 0.4341 1033.77 7555.32 0.1099 
103 0.77 1.0249 102.49 0 0.00053 0.4342 1033.91 7555.29 0.1099 
104 0.84 1.0148 101.48 0 0.00053 0.4342 1034.00 7555.24 0.1099 
105 0.91 1.0074 100.74 0 0.00053 0.4342 1034.05 7555.16 0.1098 
106 0.98 1.0024 100.24 0 0.00053 0.4343 1034.07 7555.04 0.1098 
107 1.05 0.9993 99.93 0 0.00053 0.4343 1034.06 7554.87 0.1098 
108 1.12 0.9977 99.77 0 0.00053 0.4343 1034.05 7554.66 0.1098 
109 1.19 0.9972 99.72 100.3814 0.00053 0.4343 1034.03 7554.40 0.1098 
110 1.26 0.9974 99.74 0 0.00053 0.4344 1034.01 7554.10 0.1098 
111 1.33 0.9980 99.80 0 0.00053 0.4344 1033.99 7553.76 0.1098 1-& 

~ 
~ 



A J K L M N 0 P Q R S 
75 
76 Cx= 1.564779 
77 MCpf= 35243.44 
78 Vise = 0.000094 Tfuel= 1888 F Hgap= 5.6786 
79 348.912 Condl= 0.000558 Dfuel= 0.01056 m Kfuel= 0.0028 
80 Pw= 3.004 Bt/Lgen = 10.6 ROfuel = 10425 kg/m"3 Kelad = 0.0·155 
81 Dhy= 0.013 Hfw= 916.16 Vfuel= 10.38 m"3 Tgap= 0.0001 
82 Cp= 5.27 Mfuel = 108163.99 kg Telad = 0.0009 
83 Eta = 1.42 Tfuel= 1031.16 C R= 1.9870 
84 Ax= 14.11 1888.09 F RT= 1304.11 
85 Hdb= 6.240314 kW/m"2/K/h ROelad = 6573.24 kg/m"3 x= 0.0000 
86 78.20581 Pr= 0.889551 Melad = 4.0873 kg Cpfuel = 0.3258 
87 0.380984 H/w.8= 0.005803 Cpelad = (.06; 0.3138 kJ/kg/C Ravg= 0.0037 
88 1553.01 3.473739 Tsat' = 551.0511 F Uf= 0.5797 kW/ml\2jK UAfuel= 2692.51 
89 1498.586 
90 Weore(t) Xo Ho(t) Q(Ld) Qeore f(Ld) qW(Ld) Hdb Kfuel UAf 
91 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
92 6157.78 0.1832 1553.01 41667.5 2000000 0.0208 267.68 6.2403 0.0028 2692.45 
93 6157.78 0.1833 1553.05 41668.7 2000004 0.0208 267.68 6.2403 0.0028 2692.45 
94 6157.79 0.1833 1553.04 43941.1 2109070 0.0208 282.28 6.2403 0.0028 2692.45 
95 6157.77 0.1833 1553.04 45347.1 2176555 0.0208 291.31 6.2403 0.0028 2692.20 
96 6157.74 0.1833 1553.04 46019.4 2209480 0.0208 295.67 6.2403 0.0028 2691.80 
97 6157.71 0.1833 1553.03 46108.3 2214850 0.0208 296.20 6.2403 0.0028 2691.32 
98 6157.67 0.1833 1553.03 45775.1 2200163 0.0208 294.23 6.2402 0.0028 2690.83 
99 6157.64 0.1833 1553.04 45180.6 2172925 0.0208 290.48 6.2402 0.0028 2690.38 
100 6157.62 0.1833 1553.06 44467.3 2139846 0.0208 285.97 6.2402 0.0028 2690.00 
101 6157.60 0.1833 1553.09 43746.3 2106191 0.0208 281.39 6.2402 0.0028 2689.69 
102 6157.58 0.1833 1553.12 43091.9 2075509 0.0208 277.23 6.2402 0.0028 2689.45 
103 6157.56 0.1833 1553.16 42544.2 2049744 0.0208 273.74 6.2401 0.0028 2689.29 
104 6157.52 0.1834 1553.19 42116.5 2029567 0.0208 271.01 6.2401 0.0028 2689.19 
105 6157.45 0.1834 1553.24 41804.2 2014797 0.0207 269.01 6.2401 0.0028 2689.13 
106 6157.36 0.1834 1553.28 41592.5 2004767 0.0207 267.66 6.2400 0.0028 2689.11 
107 6157.22 0.1835 1553.32 41462.7 1998604 0.0207 266.83 6.2399 0.0028 2689.10 
108 6157.05 0.1835 1553.36 41395.3 1995408 0.0207 266.40 6.2397 0.0028 2689.11 
109 6156.84 0.1835 1553.39 41372.9 1994355 0.0207 266.26 6.2395 0.0028 2689.13 
110 6156.59 0.1835 1553.43 41380.5 1994747 0.0207 266.31 6.2394 0.0028 2689.14 
111 6156.31 0.1836 1553.46 41406.3 1996023 0.0207 266.48 6.2391 0.0028 2689.16 ..... 

CI:l 
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A T U V W X Y Z AA AB AC 

75 
76 
77 
78 KW/m"2/K Theta = 0.2 
79 KW/mlK Reac(O) = 0.1845 
80 KW/mlK 
81 m 
82 m Vgj= 0.2967 
83 b= 0.7440 
84 C Xd= -0.0160 Xf= 0.1833 
85 Xin -0.0349 
86 kJ/kg/C ALavg = 0.4340 0.434123 
87 m 0.7656 0.92 
88 0.6005 
89 
90 Td Hd Xd <Xo> Bavg Co G Slip <B>o <Co>o 
91 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
92 279.78 1234.98 -0.0304 0.1833 0.6599 1.0629 831.60 1.4738 0.8119 1.0854 
93 279.78 1234.98 -0.0304 0.1833 0.6600 1.0629 831.60 1.4738 0.8119 1.0854 
94 279.78 1234.98 -0.0304 0.1833 0.6600 1.0629 831.61 1.4738 0.8119 1.0854 
95 279.78 1234.97 -0.0304 0.1833 0.6600 1.0629 831.60 1.4738 0.8119 1.0854 
96 279.78 1234.97 -0.0304 0.1833 0.6599 1.0629 831.60 1.4738 0.8119 1.0854 
97 279.78 1234.96 -0.0304 0.1833 0.6599 1.0629 831.59 1.4738 0.8119 1.0854 
98 279.78 1234.96 -0.0304 0.1833 0.6599 1.0629 831.59 1.4738 0.8119 1.0854 
99 279.78 1234.96 -0.0304 0.1833 0.6600 1.0629 831.59 1.4738 0.8119 1.0854 
100 279.78 1234.96 -0.0304 0.1833 0.6600 1.0629 831.58 1.4739 0.8119 1.0854 
101 279.78 1234.96 -0.0304 0.1833 0.6600 1.0629 831.58 1.4739 0.8120 1.0854 
102 279.78 1234.96 -0.0304 0.1833 0.6600 1.0629 831.58 1.4739 0.8120 1.0854 
103 279.78 1234.97 -0.0304 0.1834 0.6601 1.0629 831.57 1.4740 0.8120 1.0854 
104 279.78 1234.97 -0.0304 0.1834 0.6601 1.0629 831.57 1.4740 0.8120 1.0854 
105 279.78 1234.97 -0.0304 0.1834 0.6601 1.0630 831.56 1.4741 0.8121 1.0854 
106 279.78 1234.97 -0.0304 0.1835 0.6602 1.0630 831.55 1.4742 0.8121 1.0854 
107 279.78 1234.97 -0.0304 0.1835 0.6602 1.0630 831.53 1.4742 0.8121 1.0854 
108 279.78 1234.97 -0.0304 0.1835 0.6602 1.0630 831.51 1.4743 0.8121 1.0854 
109 279.78 1234.97 -0.0304 0.1835 0.6603 1.0630 831.48 1.4743 0.8122 1.0854 
110 279.78 1234.97 -0.0304 0.1836 0.6603 1.0630 831.44 1.4744 0.8122 1.0854 
111 279.78 1234.97 -0.0304 0.1836 0.6603 1.0630 831.41 1.4745 0.8122 1.0854 ...... 
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A AD AE AF AG AH AI AJ AK AL AM 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 Slip-o <AI> 0 ROcore Dnom-AL Hriser X(riser) Bavg Co G(riser) Slip 
91 -----------------------------------------------------------------------
92 1.7752 0.7086 432.78 9562247 1492.92 0.1429 0.7623 1.0826 448.93 1.0000 
93 1.7753 0.7086 432.78 9563336 1492.95 0.1429 0.7623 1.0826 448.93 1.0000 
94 1.7753 0.7086 432.78 9563250 1492.95 0.1429 0.7623 1.0826 448.93 1.0000 
95 1.7753 0.7086 432.78 9563174 1492.95 0.1429 0.7623 1.0826 448.93 1.0000 
96 1.7753 0.7086 432.78 9563008 1492.94 0.1429 0.7623 1.0826 448.93 1.0000 
97 1.7753 0.7086 432.78 9562899 1492.94 0.1429 0.7623 1.0826 448.93 1.0000 
98 1.7753 0.7086 432.77 9562951 1492.94 0.1429 0.7623 1.0826 448.93 1.0000 
99 1.7753 0.7086 432.75 9563214 1492.95 0.1429 0.7623 1.0826 448.92 1.0000 
100 1.7753 0.7086 432.74 9563700 1492.96 0.1429 0.7623 1.0826 448.92 1.0000 
101 1.7754 0.7086 432.72 9564392 1492.99 0.1429 0.7623 1.0826 448.92 1.0000 
102 1.7755 0.7087 432.70 9565253 1493.01 0.1429 0.7624 1.0826 448.92 1.0000 
103 1.7755 0.7087 432.68 9566239 1493.04 0.1430 0.7624 1.0826 448.92 1.0000 
104 1.7756 0.7087 432.66 9567304 1493.07 0.1430 0.7624 1.0826 448.91 1.0000 
105 1.7757 0.7087 432.64 9568407 1493.11 0.1430 0.7625 1.0826 448.91 1.0000 
106 1.7758 0.7088 432.62 9569515 1493.14 0.1430 0.7625 1.0826 448.90 1.0000 
107 1.7759 0.7088 432.60 9570604 1493.17 0.1431 0.7625 1.0826 448.89 1.0000 
108 1.7759 0.7088 432.58 9571657 1493.20 0.1431 0.7626 1.0826 448.88 1.0000 
109 1.7760 0.7088 432.56 9572665 1493.24 0.1431 0.7626 1.0826 448.87 1.0000 
110 1.7761 0.7089 432.55 9573625 1493.26 0.1431 0.7626 1.0826 448.85 1.0000 J-I. 
111 1.7762 0.7089 432.53 9574536 1493.29 0.1431 0.7626 1.0826 448.83 1.0000 ~ 

....;J 



A AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT AU AV AW 
75 
76 
77 1 I(LJA) = 0.3367 
78 
79 
80 45477.328 L(core) = 3.83 
81 55154.244 L(dc) = 13.955 
82 L(lp) = 0.96 
83 203.9519 L(riser) = 10.58 
84 735.3552 38.228828 L(dome) = 1.415 
85 A{core) = 14.11 
86 A(dc) = 7.64 
87 38.70373 A(lp) = 16.51 
88 0 A(riser) = 16.83 
89 
90 AL(riser) React Denom 1/ro' DPacc(c) DPacc(r) DPel(c) DPel(r) S-DPel f(c) 
91 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
92 0.7623 3.39E-21 -137251.2 0.0043527 2069.75 -2069.75 -19486.97 -21168.13 -1534.89 0.0178 
93 0.7623 0.00053 -137247.6 0.0043531 2070.03 -2070.03 -19486.97 -21165.76 -1534.90 0.0178 
94 0.7623 0.0005298 -137247.6 0.0043531 2070.02 -2070.02 -19487.01 -21165.95 -1534.94 0.0178 
95 0.7623 0.0004864 -137200.3 0.0043531 2069.99 -2069.99 -19487.05 -21166.11 -1534.98 0.0178 
96 0.7623 0.0004165 -137164.8 0.004353 2069.92 -2069.92 -19487.03 -21166.47 -1534.96 0.0178 
97 0.7623 0.0003339 -137142.7 0.004353 2069.87 -2069.87 -19486.91 -21166.71 -1534.84 0.0178 
98 0.7623 0.0002499 -137132.4 0.004353 2069.86 -2069.86 -19486.69 -21166.60 -1534.62 0.0178 
99 0.7623 0.0001723 -137131.3 0.0043531 2069.91 -2069.91 -19486.36 -21166.03 -1534.29 0.0178 
100 0.7623 0.000106 -137136.7 0.0043533 2070.02 -2070.02 -19485.94 -21164.97 -1533.87 0.0178 
101 0.7623 0.0000533 -137145.7 0.0043535 2070.19 -2070.19 -19485.44 -21163.47 -1533.37 0.0178 
102 0.7624 0.0000143 -137156.1 0.0043539 2070.40 -2070.40 -19484.90 -21161.60 -1532.83 0.0178 
103 0.7624 -1.23E-05 -137166.2 0.0043542 2070.64 -2070.64 -19484.34 -21159.46 -1532.27 0.0178 
104 0.7624 -2.86E-05 -137174.9 0.0043546 2070.89 -2070.89 -19483.77 -21157.15 -1531.70 0.0178 
105 0.7625 -3.68E-05 -137181.7 0.0043551 2071.13 -2071.13 -19483.21 -21154.75 -1531.14 0.0178 
106 0.7625 -3.91E-05 -137186.6 0.0043555 2071.35 -2071.35 -19482.67 -21152.35 -1530.60 0.0178 
107 0.7625 -3.76E-05 -137189.7 0.0043559 2071.54 -2071.54 -19482.15 -21149.99 -1530.08 0.0178 
108 0.7626 -3.36E-05 -137191.2 0.0043563 2071.70 -2071.70 -19481.66 -21147.70 -1529.59 0.0178 
109 0.7626 -2.85E-05 -137191.6 0.0043566 2071.81 -2071.81 -19481.21 -21145.52 -1529.14 0.OH8 
110 0.7626 -2.30E-05 -137191.2 0.004357 2071.89 -2071.89 -19480.78 -21143.44 -1528.71 0.0178 f-\ 

eo 
111 0.7626 -1.78E-05 -137190.1 0.0043573 2071.93 -2071.93 -19480.37 -21141.46 -1528.30 0.0178 ex> 



A AX AY AZ BA BB BC BD BE BF BG 
75 
76 (G&P)(1)= 1.885109 
77 (G&P)(2)= -0.64986 
78 (G&P) (3)= 0.839913 
79 (G&P)(4)= 0.413061 
80 15.37 DPel(O= -6925.28 (G&P) = 1.617535 
81 15.37 DPel(d)= 24877.35 1.017563 
82 OPel(dm)= 530.66 PHIA 2= 5.794313 4.125964 
83 10207.58 
84 -9676.916 ConvFac= 0.000737 4.584887 
85 
86 1/21ROf= 0.00068 9.72755 
87 g= 9.81 Driser = 4.629106 5.545154 
88 0.960268 
89 
90 PHIA 2 OPf(c) OPtot(c) fer) PHI A 2 DPf(r) DPtot(r) fed) DPf(d) OPted) 
91 -----------------
92 2.3082 -5394.69 -22811.91 0.0063 3.7512 -11.68 -23249.6 0.0073 -70.66 25337.35 
93 2.3084 -5395.06 -22811.99 0.0063 3.7515 -11.69 -23247.5 0.0073 -70.66 25337.35 
94 2.3084 -5395.03 -22812.03 0.0063 3.7515 -11.69 -23247.6 0.0073 -70.66 25337.35 
95 2.3084 -5394.99 -22812.05 0.0063 3.7515 -11.68 -23247.8 0.0073 -70.66 25337.35 
96 2.3083 -5394.93 -22812.04 0.0063 3.7514 -11.68 -23248.1 0.0073 -70.66 25337.35 
97 2.3083 -5394.9 -22811.94 0.0063 3.7514 -11.68 -23248.3 0.0073 -70.66 25337.35 
98 2.3083 -5394.93 -22811.76 0.0063 3.7514 -11.68 -23248.1 0.0073 -70.66 25337.35 
99 2.3084 -5395.04 -22811.49 0.0063 3.7515 -11.68 -23247.6 0.0073 -70.66 25337.35 
100 2.3085 -5395.23 -22811.15 0.0063 3.7517 -11.68 -23246.7 0.0073 -70.66 25337.35 
101 2.3086 -5395.49 -228iO.74 0.0063 3.7519 -11.69 -23245.3 0.0073 -70.66 25337.35 
102 2.3087 -5395.8 -22810.3 0.0063 3.7522 -11.69 -23243.7 0.0073 -70.66 25337.36 
103 2.3088 -5396.13 -22809.82 0.0063 3.7525 -11.69 -23241.8 0.0073 -70.66 25337.36 
104 2.3090 -5396.46 -22809.34 0.0063 3.7528 -11.69 -23239.7 0.0073 -70.66 25337.36 
105 2.3092 -5396.77 -22808.84 0.0063 3.7532 -11.69 -23237.6 0.0073 -70.65 25337.36 
106 2.3094 -5397.04 -22808.35 0.0063 3.7536 -11.69 -23235.4 0.0073 -70.65 25337.36 
107 2.3095 -5397.26 -22807.86 0.0063 3.7540 -11.69 -23233.2 0.0073 -70.65 25337.36 
108 2.3097 -5397.42 -22807.39 0.0063 3.7543 -11.69 -23231.1 0.0073 -70.65 25337.37 
109 2.3099 -5397.52 -22806.92 0.0063 3.7547 -11.69 -23229 0.0073 -70.64 25337.37 
110 2.3101 -5397.57 -22806.46 0.0063 3.7550 -11.69 -23227 0.0073 -70.64 25337.38 
111 2.3103 -5397.56 -22806 0.0063 3.7554 -11.69 -23225.1 0.0073 -70.63 25337.38 f-' 

w 
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A BH BI BJ BK BL BM BN 80 BP BO 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 K/A"2csp= 0.8000 
84 K/A"2sep= 0.0979 
85 
86 
87 7.64 -82811.7 
88 
89 -0.01838 
90 f(l) DPf(l) DPt(Q DPcsp DPsep DPtota! dN(t}/dt dC/dt dll/dt dW/dt 
91 
92 0.0062 . -0.18605 -6925.47 -31052.4 -13694.7 -51759.3 7.8E-18 -S.7E-19 0.001259 -17427.3 
93 0.0062 -0.18605 -6925.47 -31052.4 -13696.3 -51761.2 1.059911 0.000023 0.00138 -17428 
94 0.0062 -0.18605 -6925.47 -31052.5 -13696.2 -51761.2 0.541013 0.576456 3.096001 -17428 
95 0.0062 -0.18605 -6925.47 -31052.4 -13696 -51760.9 0.128758 0.929907 4.999522 -17427.9 
96 0.0062 -0.18604 -6925.47 -31052.1 -13695.7 -51760.2 -0.17858 1.09873 5.915509 -17427.6 
97 0.0062 -0.18604 -6925.47 -31051.7 -13695.3 -51759.3 -0.38134 1.120975 6.046313 -17427.4 
98 0.0062 -0.18604 -6925.47 -31051.3 -13695.2 -51758.7 -0.48729 1.037095 5.607562 -17427.1 
99 0.0062 -0.18604 -6925.47 -31051 -13695.5 -51758.4 -0.51302 0.887347 4.814279 -17427 
100 0.0062 -0.18604 -6925.47 -31050.8 -13696.1 -51758.5 -0.48075 0.707561 3.85814 -17427.1 
101 0.0062 -0.18604 -6925.47 -31050.6 -13697 -51759 -0.41349 0.525734 2.889135 -17427.2 
102 0.0062 -0.18604 -6925.47 -31050.5 -13698.1 -51759.7 -0.33099 0.360641 2.008057 -17427.5 
103 0.0062 -0.18603 -6925.47 -31050.2 -13699.4 -51760.6 -0.2477 0.22245 1.269674 -17427.8 
104 0.0062 -0.18603 -6925.47 -31049.8 -13700.7 -51761.2 -0.17257 0.114569 0.692571 -17428 
105 0.0062 -0.18603 -6925.47 -31049.2 -13702 -51761.6 -0.10996 0.035866 0.271002 -17428.1 
106 0.0062 -0.18602 -6925.47 -31048.2 -13703.1 -51761.4 -0.0611 -0.01734 -0.01451 -17428.1 
107 0.0062 -0.18602 -6925.47 -31046.8 -13704 -51760.7 -0.02523 -0.04982 -0.18923 -17427.8 
108 0.0062 -0.18601 -6925.47 -31045.1 -13704.7 -51759.3 -0.00062 -0.06643 -0.27911 -17427.3 
109 0.0062 -0.18599 -6925.47 -31042.9 -13705.2 -51757.3 0.014833 -0.07163 -0.30781 -17426.7 
110 0.0062 -0.18598 -6925.47 -31040.4 -13705.4 -51754.7 0.02323 -0.06915 -0.2954 -17425.8 
111 0.0062 -0.18597 -6925.47 -31037.7 -13705.5 -51751.5 0.026477 -0.06202 -0.25793 -17424.7 '-' 
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A BR BS BT BU BV BW BX BY BZ CA 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 C1= 39.14183 C5= 0.034902 
84 C2= -800000 C6= 0.369964 
85 C3= 1006955 
86 C4= 0.002792 
87 
88 
89 
90 dLd/dt dALJdt A B dN dC dTf dW dLd dHo 
91 ---------------
92 0.000041 -4.6E-06 39.93419 0.000088 2.2E-06 8.1E-07 0.000092 -928.862 2.4E-06 -3.2E-07 
93 2.0E-06 -3.1E-05 38.87426 2.119919 0.054533 0.020177 0.10812 -928.888 1.2E-07 -2.1E-06 
94 2.0E-06 -2.9E-05 38.91772 1.313174 0.033742 0.052723 0.282982 -928.888 1.2E-07 -2.0E-06 
95 -0.00047 0.000015 39.03134 0.642555 0.016463 0.071002 0.381644 -928.884 -2.7E-05 1.0E-OS 
96 -0.00078 0.000087 39.18427 0.10521 0.002685 0.07769 0.4183 -928.873 -4.5E-05 6.0E-06 
97 -0.00094 0.000171 39.35142 -0.28897 -0.00734 0.075532 0.407568 -928.86 -5.4E-05 0.000012 
98 -0.00097 0.000252 39.51371 -0.53813 -0.01362 0.067355 0.364506 -928.849 -5.6E-05 0.000017 
99 -0.0009 0.000322 39.65816 -0.65593 -0.01654 0.055822 0.303338 -928.842 -5.2E-05 0.000022 
100 -0.00078 0.000376 39.77761 -0.66937 -0.01683 0.043165 0.236016 -928.841 -4.SE-05 0.000026 
101 -0.00062 0.000411 39.86967 -0.61163 -0.01534 0.031023 0.171313 -928.845 -3.6E-05 0.000028 
102 -0.00047 0.00043 39.93553 -0.51448 -0.01288 0.020408 0.11467 -928.852 -2.7E-05 0.000029 
103 -0.00033 0.000434 39.97854 -0.40332 -0.01009 0.011796 0.068656 -928.86 -1.9E-05 0.00003 
104 -0.00022 0.000427 40.00305 -0.29543 -0.00739 0.00S265 0.033722 -928.865 -1.3E-05 0.000029 
10S -0.00013 0.000412 40.0136 -0.20067 -O.00S01 0.000648 0.008986 -928.864 -7.9E-06 0.000028 
106 -7.6E-OS 0.000393 40.01433 -0.12331 -0.00308 -0.00235 -0.00712 -928.857 -4.4E-06 0.000027 
107 -4.0E-05 0.000371 40.00874 -0.06394 -0.0016 -0.00407 -0.01638 -928.84 -2.4E-06 0.000025 
108 -2.3E-05 0.000348 39.99958 -0.02105 -0.00053 -0.00483 -0.02053 -928.813 -1.4E-06 0.000024 
109 -2.0E-05 0.000327 39.98891 0.007837 0.000196 -0.00493 -0.0211 -928.776 -1.2E-06 0.000022 
110 -2.SE-OS 0.000308 39.97815 0.025506 0.000638 -0.00459 -0.01936 -928.729 -1.5E-06 0.000021 
111 -3.6E-05 0.000291 39.96823 0.034636 0.000867 -0.00401 -0.01629 -928.675 -2.1E-06 0.00002 I-' 
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A CB CC CD CE CF CG CH CI CJ CK CL 
75 
76 
n 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 55154.24 
89 
90 Og T U1 U2 dU1/dt dU2/dt V 
91 ----------------------- -------
92 0 0 0 0 34.6820 3.6727 113.3178 0 0 0 1.1309 
93 0 0 0 0 34.6874 3.6723 113.3178 0 0 0.029524 1.1309 
94 0 0 0 0 34.6870 3.6724 113.3178 0.002067 0.001839 0.02408 1.1309 
95 0 0 0 0 34.6865 3.6724 113.3179 0.003752 0.003339 0.018653 1.1309 
96 0 0 0 0 34.6856 3.6725 113.3182 0.005058 0.0045 0.010802 1.1309 
97 0.35 0 0 0 34.6848 3.6725 113.3185 0.005814 0.005173 0.005044 1.1309 
98 0 0 0 0 34.6849 3.6725 113.3188 0.006167 0.005487 0.004222 1.1309 
99 0 0 0 0 34.6860 3.6724 113.3192 0.006463 0.00575 0.00942 1.1309 
100 0 0 0 0 34.6883 3.6723 113.3196 0.007122 0.006337 0.020348 1.1309 
101 0 0 0 0 34.6916 3.6720 113.3201 G.008546 0.007606 0.035774 1.1309 
102 0 0 0 0 34.6957 3.6717 113.3206 0.011051 0.009836 0.053949 1.1309 
103 0 0 0 0 34.7005 3.6714 113.3213 0.014827 0.0132 0.072992 1.1308 
104 0 0 0 0 34.7055 3.6710 113.3222 0.019936 0.01n52 0.091175 1.1308 
105 0 0 0 0 34.7105 3.6707 113.3235 0.026319 0.02344 0.107112 1.1308 
106 0 0 0 0 34.7154 3.6703 113.3251 0.033817 0.030123 0.119844 1.1308 
107 0 0 0 0 34.7200 3.6700 113.3272 0.042206 0.037602 0.128845 1.1308 
108 0 0 0 0 34.7242 3.6697 113.3298 0.051225 0.045645 0.1339n 1.1308 
109 0 1.19 0 0 34.7280 3.6695 113.333 0.060603 0.054009 0.135411 1.1307 
110 0 0 0 0 34.7314 3.6693 113.3368 0.070082 0.062463 0.133547 1.1307 
111 0 0 0 0 34.7343 3.6691 113.3412 0.07943 0.070802 0.12892 1.1306 

I-' 
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A CM CN CO CP CO CR CS CT CU CV CW 
7S 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 406.3464 
86 0.000032 
87 
88 
89 
90 rN/dt C(t) dAUdt 
91 
92 -6.0E-07 132.50 
93 0.00002 132.50 
94 -3.7E-OS 132.S2 
95 -7.4E-OS 132.S7 
96 -9.SE-OS 132.64 
97 -9.6E-OS 132.72 
98 -8.0E-OS 132.80 
99 -S.9E-OS 132.86 
100 -4.3E-OS 132.92 
101 -4.2E-OS 132.96 
102 -6.3E-OS 132.99 
103 -0.00011 133.01 
104 -0.00017 133.03 
10S -0.00026 133.03 
106 -O.0003S 133.03 
107 -0.00046 133.03 
108 -O.OOOSS 133.03 
109 -O.0006S 133.02 
110 -0.00073 133.02 
111 -0.00079 133.01 ...... 
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A93: (F2) [W12] +A92+$DT 
B93: (F4) +Ncn+BT92·(I-$E$75) 
C93: (F2) [W14] IOO·B93 
D93: @IF(C93=$D$86,@MAX(C93 .. $C$25I),O) 
E93: [W12] @IF($STEP·O.9~$DT<A93,@IF«($B$89)·$D'l'»A93,$REAC(IN),O),O) 
F93: (F2) +Ccn+BU92·(I-$E$75) 
G93: (F2) +TFAVGcn+BV92 
H93: (F2) [WIO] +Wcn+BW92 
193: (F3) [Wll] +LD(T)+BX92 
J93: (F2) +HOcn+BY92 
K93: (F2) +H93·$CORFRC 
L93: (FI) (@VLOOKUP(l93,$TABI,15)·193+@VLOOKUP(l93,$TABI,16»·B93 
M93: (FO) +B93·$QCORE 
N93: (F4) [WIO] +L93/M93 
093: (F2) [WIO] (@VLQOKUP(l93,$TAB1,17)·193+@VLOOKUP(l93,$TAB1,18»·B93 
P93: (F4) [Wl3] +$M$87·K93"O.8 
Q93: (F4) [W12] (3978.1/(692.61+~93/5+32)+6.02366E-12·(~93/5+32+460)"3)/577.79 
R93: (F2) +tAHT/(1IP93+1/$HGAP+$TCLAD/$KCLAD+$RA VG/Q93) 
593: (F2) +$TSAT-$THETA~93/p93·(1-$MCPFtBP93/M93) 
T93: (F2) +$HF+$CPL·(S93-$TSAT) 
U93: (F4) (T93-$HF)/($HFG) 
V93: (F4) (J93-$HF)/($HFG) 
W93: (F4) [W12] +V93-U93~EXP(V93/U93-1) 
X93: (F4) [W12] +W93/(W93+(2-W93)·$RG/RF) 
Y93: (F4) +X93+(1-X93)"$B·X93"(1-$B) 
Z93: (F2) +K93!$AX/$CORFRC 
AA93: (F4) @MAX(1,Y93+W93·(Y93-1)/($RGIRF)/(1-W93)+$VGJ·$RHOF/Z93/(1-W93» 
AB93: (F4) (W93/(W93+(2-W93)·$RG~AA93»/1.235·(1-193!$LACTIV) 
AC93: (F4) +W93/(W93+(1-W93)·$RGIRF) 
AD93: (F4) +AC93+(1-AC93)"$B·AC93"(1-$B) 
AE93: (F4) @MAX(1,AD93+V93·(AD93-1)/($RGIRF)/(1-W93)+$VGJ·$RHOF/Z93/(1-W93» 
AF93: (F4) (W93/(W93+(1-W93)·$RG~AE93» 
AG93: (F2) (1-AB93)·$RHOF +AB93·$RHOG 
AH93: (F2) (J93·$CORFRC+(1-$CORFRC)·$HIN) 
Al93: (F4) (AH93-$HF)I$HFG 
AJ93: (F4) [W12] +Al93/(A193+(1-Al93)·$RG/RF) 
AK93: (F4) [W12] +AJ93+(1-AJ93)"$B·AJ93"(1-$B) 
AL93: (F2) +H93!$AW$88 
AM93: (F4) @IF($AN$88=O,1,@MAX(1,AK93+Al93·(AK93-1)/($RGIRF)/(1-Al93)+$VGJ·$RHOF/AL93/(1-A193») 
AN93: (F4) (A193/(A193+(1-Al93)·$RG~AM93» 
A093: [WIO] +$REAC(O)+$DAUDTF~93+$DRE/DAL·AB93+E93+$E$7~($MWT/2000-B93)+CC93 
AP93: [WIO] +$AX·($RHOFt($HIN+T93)/2-$PSYS)+1 
AQ93: [WIO] (1-W93)"2/(1-AF93)!$RHOF+W93"2/AF93/$RHOG 
AR93: (F2) [WlO] +Z93"2·(AQ93-1!$RHOF) 
AS93: (F2) [WIO] -AR93 
AT93: (F2) [WIO] (-($LCORE-$LACTIV)·$RHOF-$LAC~AG93)·$G ...... 

~ 
~ 



AU93: (F2) [WlO] -$L R1SER·«1-AN93)·$RHOF+AN93·$RHOG)·$G 
AV93: (F2) [WIO] (+$AZ$81+$AZ$80+AT93+AU93+$AZ$82) 
AW93: (F4) O.184/(Z93·$DHYI$VlSC)"O.2 
AX93: (F4) [Wll] 1 +1.2·(1/$RG/RF-l)~93 AO.824/l.824·@IF(Z93·$BC$84<O. 7,($BC$78+$BC$77·Z93·$BC$84),$BC$78+$BC$79/(Z93·$BC$84» 
AY93: -$BC$86·AW93·«$LACTIV-193)·AX93+193)·Z93A2I$DHY 
AZ93:+AT93+AR93+AY93 
BA93: (F4) O.184/(AL93·$BC$87I$VISC)AO.2 
BB93: (F4) 1+1.2·(1I$RGJRF-l)·Al93AO.824·@IF(AL93·$BC$84<O.7,($BC$78+$BC$77·AL93·$BC$84),$BC$78+$BC$79/(AL93·$BC$84» 
BC93: (F2) -$BC$86·BA93·BB93·$AW$88·AL93A2I$BC$87 
B093: +BC93+AU93+AS93 
BE93: (F4) O.184/(H93I$AW$8~$BG$88I$VISC)AO.2 
BF93: (F2) -BE93·$BC$86·$L OC·H93A2I$AW$86A2/$BG$88 
BG93: +BF93+$AZ$81+$AZ$82 
BH93: (F4) O.184/(H93·$BG$84I$VISCI$AW$87)AO.2 
B193: -BH93·$BC$86·$L LP·H93A2I$AW$87A2J$BG$84 
BJ93: +BI93+$AZ$80 -
BK93: -H93A2·$BC$86·$AZ$83 
BL93: -H93A2·$BC$86·(1+(lI$RGJRF-l)·Al93)·$AZ$84 
BM93: +BJ93+BG93+BD93+AZ93+BK93+BL93 
BN93: (A093-$BETA)·B93!$LGEN+$LMDA·F93 
B093: +$BT/LGEN·B93-$LMDA·F93 
BP93: (R93·($1'SAT-G93)+M93)!$MCPF 
BQ93: +$AW$77·BM93 
BR93: -(K93·($HIN-T93)+L93)/AP93 
BS93: «K93·($HIN.J93)+M93)-$MCP~BP93)I$AT$87/AG93 
B1'93: (@EXP($~(A093-$BETA)I$LGEN)-1)·BN93/(A093-$BETA)·$LGEN 
BU93: +$DT/(l-$~(-$LMDA»·B093 
BV93: +$DT/(1-$~(-R93I$MCPF»·BP93 
BW93: +$DT/(1-$~(2·$AW$77·(BL93+BK93+BI93+BF93+AY93+BC93)/li93»·BQ93 
BX93: +$DT/(1-$~(~VLOOKUP(193,$TABl,15)·B93/AP93»·BR93 
BY93: +$DT/(1-$~(-K93I$AT$87/AG93»·BS93 
BZ93: @1F(C93=$D$85,$A93,O) 
CA93: @IF(C93=$D$86,$A93,O) 
CB93: @IF(C93=$D$87,$A93,O) 
CC93: +CC92+($MWT/2000-B93)·$~$E$76I$E$77 

~ 
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